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1.0 Introduction 

Java is a modern, evolutionary computing language that combines an elegant 

language design with powerful features that were previously available 

primarily in specialty languages. In addition to the core language 

components, Java software distributions include many powerful, supporting 

software libraries for tasks such as database, network, and graphical user 

interface (GUI) programming. In this chapter, we focus on the core Java 

language features. 

Java is a true object-oriented (OO) programming language. The main 

implication of this statement is that in order to write programs with Java, you 

must work within its object-oriented structure. 

Object-oriented languages provide a framework for designing programs that 

represent real-world entities such as cars, employees, insurance policies, and 

so on. Representing real-world entities with non object-oriented languages is 

difficult because it's necessary to describe entities such as a truck with rather 

primitive language constructs such as Pascal's record, C's struct, and others 

that represent data only. 

1.1 Learning Objectives  

After learning this unit you should be able to  

 Know the history of Java. 

 Understand what Java is and why learn java. 

 Know why java is easy to learn. 

 Study different Programming Paradigms. 

 Know the basics of Java and its features. 

 Study OOPS Concepts. 

 Differentiate C++ and JAVA. 

 Know the difference between Java and Internet. 

 Know the components of JDK and API. 

1.2 History of Java 

Java was conceived by James Gosling, Patrick Naughton, Chris Warth, Ed 

Frank, and Mike Sheridan at Sun Microsystems, Inc. in 1991. This language 

was initially called "Oak" but was renamed "Java" in 1995. 

Java is related to C++, which is a direct descendent of C. Much of the 

features of Java are inherited from these two languages. Each innovation in 

language design was driven by the need to solve a fundamental problem that 

the preceding languages could not solve. 
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The primary motivation was the need for a platform-independent language 

that could be used to create software to be embedded in various consumer 

electronic devices, such as microwave ovens and remote controls. Java 

derives much of its character from C and C++. This is by intent. The Java 

designers knew that using the familiar syntax of C and echoing the object-

oriented features of C++ would make their language appealing to the C/C++ 

programmers. 

First Java was designed, tested, and refined by real working programmers. 

Java gives the full control to the programmer. In 1996 Sun Microsystems 

developed “JDBC” (Java Database Connectivity). In 1999 Sun 

Microsystems developed three platforms 

 Java Standard Edition(J2SE) 

J2SE can be used to develop client-side standalone applications or 

applets. 

 Java Enterprise Edition(J2EE) 

J2EE can be used to develop Server-side applications such as java 

servlets and java server Pages. 

 Java 2 Micro Edition(J2ME) 

J2ME can be used to develop applications for mobile devices such as 

cell phones. 

In 2010 Oracle Corporation takes over the Sun Microsystems. 

1.3 What is Java? 

Java is an object-oriented programming language developed by Sun 

Microsystems, a company best known for its high-end UNIX workstations. 

Modelled after C++, the Java language was designed to be small, simple, 

and portable across platforms and operating systems, both at the source and 

at the binary level (more about this later). 

Java is often mentioned in the same breath as hot Java, a World Wide Web 

browser from Sun like Netscape. What makes Hot Java different from most 

other browsers is that, in addition to all its basic Web features, it can also 

download and play applets on the reader’s system. Applets appear in a Web 

page much in the same way as images do, but unlike images, applets are 

dynamic and interactive. Applets can be used to create animations, figures, 

or areas that can respond to input from the reader, games, or other 

interactive effects on the same web pages among the text and graphics. 
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Although hot Java was the first World Wide Web browser to be able to play 

Java applets, Java support is rapidly becoming available in other browsers. 

Netscape 2.0 provides support for Java applets, and other browser 

developers have also announced support for Java in forthcoming products. 

1.4 Why Learn Java?  

At the moment, probably the most compelling reason to learn Java is that 

Hot Java applets are written in Java. Even if that were not the case, Java as a 

language has significant advantages over other languages and other 

programming environments that make it t suitable for just about any 

programming task. This section describes some of those advantages. 

1.5 Java is Object-Oriented 

To some, object-oriented programming (OOP) technique is merely a way of 

organizing programs, and it can be accomplished using any language. 

Working with a real object-oriented language and programming 

environment, however, enables you to take full advantage of object oriented 

methodology and its capabilities of creating flexible, modular programs and 

reusing code. 

Many of Java’s object-oriented concepts are inherited from C++, the 

language on which it is based, but it borrows many concepts from other 

object-oriented languages as well. Like most object-oriented programming 

languages, Java includes a set of class libraries that provide basic data types, 

system input and output capabilities, and other utility functions. These basic 

classes are part of the Java development kit, which also has classes to 

support networking, common Internet protocols, and user interface toolkit 

functions. Because these class libraries are written in Java, they are portable 

across platforms as all Java applications are. 

1.6 Java is Easy to Learn 

In addition to its portability and object-orientation, one of Java’s initial 

design goals was to be small and simple, and therefore easier to write, easier 

to compile, easier to debug, and, best of all, easy to learn. Keeping the 

language small also makes it more robust because there are fewer chances 

for programmers to make difficult-to-find mistakes. Despite its size and 

simple design, however, Java still has a great deal of power and flexibility. 

1.7 Programming Paradigm 

A programming paradigm is a style, or “way,” of programming. 

Some common paradigms that You should know are the following. 
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 Imperative: Programming with an explicit sequence of commands 

that update state. 

 Declarative: Programming by specifying the result you want, not 

how to get it. 

 Structured: Programming with clean, goto-free, nested control 

structures. 

 Procedural: Imperative programming with procedure calls. 

 Functional (Applicative): Programming with function calls that 

avoid any global state. 

 Function-Level (Combinatory): Programming with no variables at 

all. 

 Object-Oriented: Programming by defining objects that send 

messages to each other. Objects have their own internal 

(encapsulated) state and public interfaces. Object orientation can be: 

 Class-based: Objects get state and behavior based on 

membership in a class. 

 Prototype-based: Objects get behavior from a prototype 

object. 

 Event-Driven: Programming with emitters and listeners of 

asynchronous actions. 

 Flow-Driven: Programming processes communicating with each 

other over predefined channels. 

 Logic (Rule-based): Programming by specifying a set of facts and 

rules. An engine infers the answers to questions. 

 Constraint: Programming by specifying a set of constraints. An 

engine finds the values that meet the constraints. 

 Aspect-Oriented: Programming cross-cutting concerns applied 

transparently. 

 Reflective: Programming by manipulating the program elements 

themselves. 

 Array: Programming with powerful array operators that usually 

make loops unnecessary. 

Paradigms are not meant to be mutually exclusive; a single program can 

feature multiple paradigms! 

1.8 Languages and Paradigms 

One of the characteristics of a language is its support for particular 

programming paradigms. For example, Smalltalk has direct support for 

programming in the object-oriented way, so it might be called an object-

oriented language. OCaml, Lisp, Scheme, and JavaScript programs tend to 

make heavy use of passing functions around so they are called “functional 

languages” despite having variables and many imperative constructs. 
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There are two very important observations here: 

 Very few languages implement a paradigm 100%. When they do, 

they are pure. It is incredibly rare to have a “pure OOP” language or 

a “pure functional” language. A lot of languages have a few escapes; 

for example in OCaml, you will program with functions 90% or 

more of the time, but if you need state, you can get it. Another 

example: very few languages implement OOP the way Alan Kay 

envisioned it. 

 A lot of languages will facilitate programming in one or more 

paradigms. In Scala you can do imperative, object-oriented, and 

functional programming quite easily. If a language 

is purposely designed to allow programming in many paradigms is 

called a multi-paradigm language. If a language 

only accidentally supports multiple paradigms, we don’t have a 

special word for that. 

1.9 The Basics of Java  

Java, like C++, shares much of its syntax with the C programming language. 

If you know how to write statements, including variable declarations and 

loops, in one of these three languages, then you have a head start in learning 

the others. However, many other details differ among the languages. In 

particular, the data types and libraries available are considerably different.  

Java was developed at Sun Microsystems. It has a useful combination of 

features that, combined with the fact that it is a member of the C/C++ 

family, have made it very popular in recent years:  

• Platform independence: Java is designed to be run using a virtual 

machine, or VM. Java compilers compile source code (typically 

found in files ending with the .java suffix) into files containing byte 

code (typically in files ending with the .class suffix, or in libraries 

ending with .jar). Byte code is like a universal machine language– it 

is very low - level in the sense that it is not designed to be read by 

human beings. At the same time, programs in byte code can be run 

on any computer that ha s a VM. The VM acts as an interpreter for 

the byte code; this makes Java programs portable.  

• Use over the Internet: Java is designed with very easy-to-program 

networking capabilities. In addition, small programs called applets 

can be loaded directly into a web browser.  

http://wiki.c2.com/?AlanKaysDefinitionOfObjectOriented
http://wiki.c2.com/?AlanKaysDefinitionOfObjectOriented
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• Security checks: A properly configured Java V M will not allow 

violations of certain security constraints when programs are 

downloaded over the Internet.  

• Removal of trouble some C++ features: C++ ha s many powerful 

capabilities, such as pointer arithmetic, multiple inheritance, macros 

and operator over loading. Although powerful, these can make 

programs difficult to understand, so they have been deliberately left 

out of Java. Also, Java w ill not le t programmers refer to 

information be yond the end of an array, or follow an invalid pointer. 

In C and C++, these situations frequently cause programs to crash.  

• Garbage collection: You do not ne e d to free objects from memory 

when you no longer nee d the m. The V M will re claim objects that 

are no longer being used.  

1.10 Java Features 

The Java programming language is a high-level language that can be 

characterized by the following features: 

Simple - Java was designed to be easy for the professional programmer to 

learn and use effectively. Because Java inherits the C/C++ syntax and many 

of the object-oriented features of C++, most programmers have little trouble 

learning Java. 

Secure - Java does not use memory pointers explicitly. All the programs in 

java are run under an area known as the sand box. Security manager 

determines the accessibility options of a class like reading and writing a file 

to the local disk. 

Portable - The feature Write-once-run-anywhere makes the java language 

portable provided that the system must have interpreter for the JVM. Java 

also has the standard data size irrespective of operating system or the 

processor. These features make the java as a portable language. 

Object-oriented - The object model in Java is simple and easy to extend, 

while simple types, such as integers, are kept as high performance non-

objects. It is a fully Object Oriented language because object is at the outer 

most level of data structure in java. No stand alone methods, constants, and 

variables are there in java. Everything in java is object even the primitive 

data types can also be converted into object by using the wrapper class. 

Robust - Java restricts you in a few key areas, to force you to find your 

mistakes early in program development. At the same time, Java frees you 

from having to worry about many of the most common causes of 

programming errors. Java has the strong memory allocation and automatic 

garbage collection mechanism.  
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Multithreaded - Java supports multithreaded programming, which allows 

you to write programs that do many things simultaneously. Multiple threads 

execute instructions according to the program code in a process or a 

program. Multithreading works the similar way as multiple processes run on 

one computer. 

Architecture-neutral - The Java compiler supports this feature by 

generating byte code instructions, to be easily interpreted on any machine 

and to be easily translated into native machine code on the fly. The compiler 

generates an architecture-neutral object  file  format  to  enable  a  Java  

application  to  execute anywhere  on  the  network  and  then  the  compiled  

code  is executed on many processors, given the presence of the Java 

runtime system. 

Compiled and Interpreted -Java is a compiled and interpreted 

programming language. t is the first language, which has got both the 

facility of compilation and interpretation. Java convert the source code into 

byte code using Java virtual Machine(JVM).The byte code produces after 

compilation makes the machine more versatile for different machine. 

High performance - Java uses native code usage, and lightweight process 

called threads. In the beginning interpretation of byte code resulted the 

performance slow but the advance version of JVM uses the adaptive and just 

in time compilation technique that improves the performance. 

Distributed - Java is designed for the distributed environment of the 

Internet, because it handles TCP/IP protocols. Internet programmers can call 

functions on these protocols and can get access the files from any remote 

machine on the internet rather than writing codes on their local system. 

Dynamic - Java programs carry with them substantial amounts of run-time 

type information that is used to verify and resolve accesses to objects at run 

time. While executing the java program the user can get the required files 

dynamically from a local drive or from a computer thousands of miles away 

from the user just by connecting with the Internet. 

1.11 OOPS Concepts 

Simulate is considered as the first object-oriented programming language. 

The programming paradigm, in which everything is represented as an 

object, is known as purely object-oriented programming language. 

Object Oriented Programming is a paradigm that provides many concepts 

such as polymorphism, inheritance, data binding etc. 
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Smalltalk is considered as the first purely object-oriented programming 

language. 

1.11.1 OOPS (Object Oriented Programming System) 

Object means a real word entity such as human being, fan, chair, table etc. 

Object-Oriented Programming is a methodology or paradigm to design a 

program using classes and objects. It simplifies the software development 

and maintenance by providing some concepts: 

 Object 

 Class 

 Abstraction 

 Encapsulation 

 Inheritance 

 Polymorphism 

Object: 

Objects are basic run-time entities in an object-oriented system. They may 

represent a house, a table, a bank account, a table of data or any item that the 

program has to handle. Each object has state(variable) and behaviour 

(method). 

 

State defines well defined condition of an item.Behaviour is the observable 

effects of an operation or event, each object has the data and code to 

manipulate the data and theses objects interact with each other. An object is 

an instance of the class. 

 

Let’s take an example. 

There are many customers in the bank. So customer is the object.  

Each customer has different data such as accountNumber, firstName, 

lastName,phone number, email and age etc.  

 

For Example  

accountNumber-2006745132  

firstName-Subhasree 

lastName-Mishra 

Phoneno-9437011111 

email=subha44@gmail.com 

Age-44 

 

here2006745132,”Subhasree”,”Mishra”,9437011111,"subha44@gmail.com

”,  44 are the states of the object(customer). 

mailto:email=subha44@gmail.com
mailto:subha44@gmail.com
mailto:subha44@gmail.com
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Each customer can deposit or withdraw amount. So deposit and withdraw 

are the behaviour of the customer object. 

 

Class: 

A class is a collection of objects and a corresponding set of methods.Classes 

are user-defined data type and behave like the built-in types of a 

programming language. 

 

 

Abstraction: 

Abstraction means hiding the background details and showing the required 

things to the outside world. Classes use the concept of abstraction and are 

defined as a list of abstract attributes and functions to operate on these 

attributes. 

 

Encapsulation: 

Binding of data and functions in to a single unit is known as encapsulation. 

The data is accessible to the functions which are inside the class. The data is 

not accessible to the outside of the class. 

 

Inheritance: 

Inheritance is the process by which objects of one class acquires the 

properties of objects another class. It supports the concept of hierarchical 

classification. For example, the birds ‘crow’ is a part of the class ‘flying 

bird’ which is again a part of the class ‘bird’. Inheritance provides the idea 

of reusability. This means without modification we can add additional 

features to an existing class. This is possible by deriving a new class from 

the existing one. The new class has combined features of both the class. 

 

Polymorphism: 

When one task is performed by different ways i.e. known as polymorphism. 

In java, we use method overloading and method overriding to achieve 

polymorphism. 

 

1.12 Evolution of Java 

 

The first version of Java was introduced in 1996 that was Java 1.0 and in the 

early days the release was very subsequent. A lot of things got changed after 

1996.Then in 1997 the Java 1.1(JDK 1.1) was introduced .It gives a drastic 

improvement in java. Java beans, JDBC, RMI were added in Java 1.1. 

Then in 1998 the Java2(Java 1.2) was released. “2” indicates the “second 

generation”. It introduces swing graphical ApI for building out Desktop 
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Application. It also adds a lot of features like Collections Frameworks, JIT 

compiler. It enhanced the Java Virtual Machine and various programming 

tools. In 2000 J2SE 1.3 was released after Java 1.2. It supports hotspot JVM, 

java Sound API and debugging architecture. 

In 2002 J2SE1.4 was introduced. It was the most enhanced version of Java. 

It added the new keyword assert, chained exceptions and a channel based 

I/O subsystem.XML, XSLT, Logging API, IPV6 network communication 

were also added 

In 2004 J2SE 1.5 was introduced. These features added to J2SE 5 were 

Generics, Metadata, Annotations, Enumerations, autoboxing and auto-

unboxing, Static import, Enhanced for –each style for loop, formatted 

I/O,Variable-length arguments(varargs) and concurrency utilities. 

 The next release of java was J2SE 6 in 2006. This version was not more 

changed as compared to J2SE 5.It was having some performance based up 

gradation and graphical user interface up gradation. 

In 2010 the history was changed the Oracle bought Sun Microsystems. 

Along with Sun Microsystems the entire project bought including Java. 

Oracle tried to build the popularity of java. In 2011 J2SE 7 was released. It’s 

having try-catch improvement and simplified variable argument. 

The newest release of Java is called J2SE 8.It was introduced in 2014. 

Lambda Expressions, a new language feature is added. By default Client-

side TLS 1.2 is enabled for security. 

1.13 How Java Program Works 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We know Computers can only execute the code in binary form. A program 

is written in a high level language is called a source program or source code. 

Because a computer can’t understand the source program must be translated 

into machine code for execution. The translation can be done using another 

                                              

Java source code 

.java 

Java 

Compiler(Javac) 

Java 

byte 

code 

.class 

 

JVM 

                                 

Real machine 

code 
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programming tool called compiler or interpreter. A compiler translates the 

entire source code into a machine code file or any intermediate code and that 

file is then executed.An interpreter reads one statement from the source code 

translates it to the machine code and then executes it. 

Java source code is saved as .java extension. Java compiler converts the java 

source code into Java bytecode. The java bytecode have .class extension. 

Java bytecode is the optimized version of java source code. Then the java 

bytecode is passed to Java Virtual Machine (JVM).JVM is an interpreter.It 

reads one statement from bytecode and converts into machine code and 

executes that code. Again it reads the next statement and the process is 

going on. 

1.14 Major Different Between C++ and JAVA 

Both Java and C++ support object oriented programming, yet there are 

differences between them. 

Following are the major differences between Java and C++: 

C++ Java 

C++ is platform-dependent. Java is platform independent. 

C++ supports operator 

overloading. 

Java doesn't support operator overloading. 

C++ uses compiler only. Java uses compiler and interpreter both. 

C++ supports both callby 

value and call by reference. 

Java supports call by value only. There is no 

callby reference in java. 

C++ supports structures and 

unions. 

Java doesn't support structures and unions. 

C++ supports multiple 

inheritances. 

Java doesn't support multiple inheritances 

through class. It can be achieved by 

interfaces in java. 

C++ supportsgoto 

statement. 

Java doesn't support goto statement. 

C++ doesn't have built-in 

support for threads. It relies 

on third-party libraries for 

thread support. 

 

Java has built in thread support. 

 

C++ supports templates. Java does not have template. 

C++ support destructors, 

which is automatically 

invoked when the object is 

Java support automatic garbage collection. 

It does not support destructors as C++ does. 
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destroyed. 

C++ supports virtual 

keyword so that we can 

decide whether or not 

override a function. 

Java has no virtual keyword. We can 

override all non-static methods by default. 

In other words, non-static methods are 

virtual by default. 

C++ supports pointers. You 

can write pointer program 

in C++. 

 

Java supports pointer internally. But you 

can't write the pointer program in java. It 

means java has restricted pointer support in 

java. 

C++ write once compile 

anywhere. 

Java write once run anywhere (WORA). 

 

1.15 Java and Internet 

Java is strongly associated with the Internet. Internet users can use Java to 

create applet programs and run them locally using a "Java-enabled browser" 

such as Hot Java. They can also use a Java-enabled browser to download an 

applet located on a computer anywhere in the Internet and run it on his local 

computer. In fact, Java applets have made the Internet a true extension of the 

storage system of the local computer. Applet is a small java program for 

internet application. It is located in different computers and Applet can be 

downloaded through internet and executed on a local computer using java 

enabled browser. Applet is used to create animations and complex games. 

Internet users can also setup their websites containing java applets that could 

be used by other remote users of Internet. This feature made Java most 

popular programming language for Internet. 

1.16 Java and World Wide Web 

World Wide Web (WWW) is an open-ended information retrieval system 

designed to be used in the Internet's distributed environment. This system 

contains Web pages that provide both information and controls. Web system 

is open-ended and we can navigate to a new document in any direction. This 

is made possible with the help of a language called Hypertext Markup 

Language (HTML). Web pages contain HTML tags that enable us to find, 

retrieve, manipulate and display documents worldwide. 

Java was meant to be used in distributed environments such as Internet. 

Since, both the Web and Java share the same philosophy, Java could be 

easily incorporated into the Web system. Before Java, the World Wide Web 

was limited to the display of still images and texts. However, the 
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incorporation of Java into Web pages has made it capable of supporting 

animation, graphics, games, and a wide range of special effects. 

1.17 Java Support System 

Java include following systems. 

 WebServer 

 Web Browser 

 HTML(Hyper Text Markup Language) 

 Applet 

 Java code 

 Bytecode 

Web Server 

Web server is a computer where the web content is stored. It is a software 

that respond to the request for web resources. 

 When client sends request for a web page, the web server search for 

the requested page if requested page is found then it will send it to 

client with an HTTP response. 

 If the requested web page is not found, web server will the send 

an HTTP response:Error 404 Not found. 

Web Browser 

Web Browser is application software that allows us to view and explore 

information on the web. User can request for any web page by just entering 

a URL into address bar. 

Web browser can show video, text, audio, animation and more. It is the 

responsibility of a web browser to interpret text and commands contained 

in the web page. 

HTML (Hyper Text Mark-up Language) 

HTML is the most widely used language on Web to develop web pages. 

Hypermedia is the document that contains hypertext and other media like 

audio, sound and graphics components. Hypertext is the text that contains a 

hyperlink to other documents 
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Applet 

An applet is a Java program that runs in a Web browser. 

Java Code 

It is the source code to defining applet in java. 

Bytecode 

The compiled java code is called bytecode which is machine independent. 

Bytecode is a highly optimised set of instructions designed to be executed 

by the java run-time system, which is called Java Virtual Machine 

(JVM).JVM was designed as an interpreter for bytecode. 

1.18 Java Environment 

Java environment includes JDK and API. 

JDK (Java Development Kit) 

The Java Development Kit (JDK) is a software development environment 

used for developing Java applications and applets. It consists of a runtime 

environment that “sits on top” of the operating system layer as well as the 

tools and programming that developers need to compile, debug and run 

applets and applications written in the java language. 

1.19 Components of JDK 

 Applet Viewer 

 Javac(Java Compiler) 

 Java(java Interpreter) 

 Javadoc 

 Javah 

 Javap 

 Jdb 

 Servlets 

 Java IDL 

 ORB 

 

Applet Viewer 

Applet viewer is generally used by developers for testing 

their applets before deploying them to a website. 

Javac(Java Compiler) 

Java compiler converts the source code to byte code. 
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Java(Interpreter) 

A java interpreter executes the byte code and runs applets by reading. 

Javadoc(Docklets) 

It creates HTML format document for java source code files. 

Javah 

It produces header files to used with native method. 

Javap(Java disambler) 

The javap command disassembles one or more class files. Its output 

depends on the options used. If no options are used, javap prints out the 

package, protected, and public fields and methods of the classes passed to 

it. javap prints its output to stdout. 

JDB(Java debugger) 

It helps to detect bugs in java program. 

Servlets 

Java Servlets are programs that run on a Web or Application server and act 

as a middle layer between a requests coming from a Web browser or other 

HTTP client and databases or applications on the HTTP server. 

Java IDL 

The Java Remote Method Invocation (RMI) system allows an object 

running in one Java Virtual Machine (JVM) to invoke methods of an 

object running in another JVM. When communicate from one class to 

another, RMI is efficient and easy to use. Sometimes Java program will 

need to communicate in a broader environment, which may include 

programs written in C++, Smalltalk or COBOL. That is where new Java 

IDL comes in. 

ORB (Object Request Broker) 

Object Request Broker (ORB) is the programming that acts as “broker” 

between a client request for a service from a distributed object or 

component and the completion of that request. With an ORB, the clients do 

not have to know where each server is located. They call the ORB connects 

them to the service. 
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1.20 Components of API 

An application programming interface (API) is a collection of 

prewritten packages, interfaces and classes their respective fields 

constructors and methods. It is also called as JSL(Java Sub Language) 

classes and methods in API are groups into functional packages are 

 Language Support Package 

 Utilities Package 

 I/O Package 

 Networking Package 

 AWT Package 

 Applet Package 

 

Language Support Package 

It is the collection of classes and method require for implementation of 

basic feature of java. 

Utilities Package 

It is the collection of classes and to provide utility function like(Date and 

time). 

I/O Package 

It is the collection of classes for manipulating I/O operation. 

Networking package: 

It is the collection of classes for communicating with other computer in 

internet. 

AWT Package: 

It is the collection of classes that implement platform independent GUI 

(Graphics User Interface). 

Applet Package: 

It is the collection of classes which creates Java Applets.  

Overview of Java Language 

 

 

 

 
Applet Program Stand alone application 

Java Language 
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Two types of java program can be developed. 

 Stand alone program 

 Applet Program 

Stand alone Program 

These are the program written in java to carry out certain task in a local 

computer.  Program can read and write files and can do certain application 

which the applet cannot do. 

Web Applet Program 

Applet is a special type of program that is embedded in the webpage to 

generate the dynamic content. An applet program can only run within a web 

browser. Hence applet located in a remote computer (Server) can be 

downloaded via internet and executed on a local personal computer . 

1.21 Let Us Sum Up 

Java has significant advantages not only as a commercial language but also 

as a teaching language. It allows students to learn object-oriented 

programming without exposing them to the complexity of C++. It provides 

the kind of rigorous compile-time error checking typically associated with 

Pascal. It allows instructors to introduce students to GUI programming, 

networking, threads, and other important concepts used in modern-day 

software. 

Java might well be a language that most computer science departments 

could agree to use as an introductory language. If so, we'll all benefit from 

once again having a single dominant language in CS1. 

1.22 Self Assessment Questions 

1. What is the difference between JVM and JDK? 

………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………….………….……………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………….………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………. 

2. What are the components of JDK? 

………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………
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………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………….……………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………… 

3. Explain about Java Features. 

………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………….……………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………… 

4. What is the difference between a web browser and web server? 

………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………….……………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………… 

5. Write about Components of API. 

………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………….……………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………… 

1.23 Model Questions 

1. Explain bytecode concept of java 

2. Differentiate between Java and C++. 

3. Explain features of Java. 
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4. Why Java is called Platform independent language? 

5. How is java Change the internet? 

1.24 References &Suggested Readings 
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2.0 Introduction 

A programming language is designed to process certain kinds of data 

consisting of numbers, characters and strings and to provide useful output 

known as information. The task of processing data is accomplished by 

executing a sequence of instructions constituting a program. These 

instructions are formed using certain symbols and words according to some 

rigid rules known as syntax rules (or grammar). Every program instruction 

must conform precisely to the syntax rules of the language. Like any other 

languages, Java has its own vocabulary and grammar. 

2.1 Learning Objectives 

After learning this unit you should be able to  

 Know structure of Java Program. 

 Learn to write a Simple Java Program. 

 Know different tokens, keywords, identifiers, literals. 

 Classify different types of Java Statements. 

 Know JVM and architecture of JVM. 

 Study variables and declaration of variables. 

 Define a data type and identify different type of data types. 

 Understand the basic concepts of type casting. 

 Know the concepts of command line arguments. 

2.2 Java Programming Structure 

A Java program may contain many classes of which only one class defines a 

main method. Classes contain data members and methods that operate on 

the data members of the class. To write a Java program, we first define 

classes and put them together. A java program may contain one or more 

sections as shown in the figure-1. 

 

Documentation Section 

Package statement 

Import statements 

Interface Statements 

Class definitions 

Main Method Class 

{ 

             Main Method Definition 

} 

Figure-1 Java Program Structure 
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Documentation Section (Optional) 

The documentation section consists of a set of comment lines which gives 

the name of the program, the author and other details. Comments must 

explain why and what type of classes and how of algorithms. Java uses a 

special type of comment /**…….*/ known as documentation comment. 

This form of comment is used to generating comments automatically. 

Package statement (Optional) 

The first statement in a java file is a package statement. It declares a 

package name and inform the compiler that the classes define belong to the 

same package. This statement is optional. 

Package package name: 

Package pkg1 

{ 

………………….. 

} 

Package pkg2 

{ 

…………….. 

} 

Import statement (optional) 

These are similar to # include statement in C or C++, this instruct the 

interpreter to load the method or class contained in the package. 

Interface statement (optional): 

It is a class including a group of method declaration. It is used when 

multiple inheritances is implementing. 

Class definition 

Classes are defining to make the objects of real world problem. The number 

of classes used depends on complexity of the program. 

Main method class: 

It is the starting point and essential part of java programming while 

executing. It creates object of various classes and established a 

communication between them. 

2.3 Simple Java Program 

A java program can be defined as a collection of objects that communicate 

via invoking each other’s method. 
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Example: 

public class Osou 

{ 

 public static void main(String[]args) 

 { 

  System.out.println("Welcome to OSOU"); 

 } 

} 

Suppose this file is saved in E drive. Save this file as Osou.java 

To compile and run the java file 

 Go to Command prompt.  

 To Compile: javac Osou.java 

 To run: java Osou 

Output: 

 

Let us discuss the program line by line and understand the unique features 

that constitute a Java program. 

Class Declaration 

The first line class Osou, class is a keyword used to declare the class. As we 

know Java is a truly object oriented language so everything must be placed 

inside a class. Osou is the identifier in java that defines the name of the 

class. 

Opening brace 

Every class definition in java begins with an opening brace “{” and ends 

with a matching closing brace “}”. 

The Main Line:The third line is 

 public static void main(String[]args) 
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Every Java program must include the main().Java applets  will not use 

main() method.This line contains a number of keywords public, static and 

void. 

Public:The keyword is an access specifier which represents visibility, it 

means it is accessible to all other classes. This is similar to C++ public 

modifier. 

Static: Statics a keyword, if we declare any method as static, it is known as 

static method. The static method invoked without creating instance of a 

class. The main method is executed by the JVM, so it doesn't require 

creating object to invoke the main method. So it saves memory. 

Void: It is the return type of the method. Void states that the main() method 

does not return any value.  

String[] args: It is used for command line argument. We will discuss it later 

The output line: 

The only executable statement in the program is 

System.out.println("Welcome to OSOU"); 

It is similar to cout<<construct of C++ or printf() statement of C.Since Java 

is a purely object oriented language, every method must be a part of an 

object. The println() method is a member of  the out object, which is a static 

data member of System class. This line prints the string 

Welcome to OSOU 

Every Java statement ends with a semicolon (;). 

 

2.4 Tokens 

Tokens are the basic buildings blocks in Java which are constructed together 

to write a program. Each and every smallest individual units in Java 

program are known as Tokens. 

Java Tokens are of five types. They are: 

 Reserved Keywords 

 Identifiers 

 Literals 

 Operators 

 Separators 
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2.4.1 Reserved Keywords 

Keywords are reserved by Java Compiler. It  has a special meaning. It 

cannot be used as variable name, classes, and methods. All keywords are 

written in lowercase letter. 

abstract continue for new switch 

assert default goto package synchronized 

boolean Do if private this 

break double implements protected  throw 

byte else import public  throws 

case enum instanceof return transient 

catch extends int short try 

char final interface static  void 

class finally Long strictfp volatile 

Const float native super  while 

Java Keywords 

Java also reserves the keywords like true, false and null. 

2.4.2 Identifiers 

These are programmer design token. These are used for naming classes, 

variables, objects, packages, methods and interfaces in a program. 

Rules: 

 It can have alphabets, digits, underscore(_) and dollar sign($). 

 It must not begin with a digit. 

 Uppercase and lowercase are distinct. 

 It can be of any length. 

Java developers have followed some naming conventions. 

 Names f all public methods and instance variables start with a 

leading lowercase letter. 
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Examples: temp, count 

 When more than one words are used in a name, the second word 

marked with a uppercase letter. 

Examples: firstMonthOf Year, totalMarks 

 All private local variables start with lowercase letters combined with 

underscore. 

Examples: class_strength, length 

 All classes and interfaces start with a leading uppercase letter. 

Examples: School, Type, HlwJava 

 Variables that represent constant values use all uppercase letters and 

underscore between words. Examples: PRINCE_AMOUNT, 

TOTAL_MARK  

2.4.3 Literals 

There is a sequence of character that present constant value to be stored in 

variable are called literals. Java defines five types of literals. They are: 

Integers, Floating point, Character, String, Boolean 

2.4.4 Operators 

It is a symbol that takes one or more arguments and operates on them to 

produce a result. 

2.4.5 Separators 

These are the symbols used to indicate where group of code divided or 

arranged. They define the shape and function of the code. 

 Parenthesis( ) 

 Curley braces{ } 

 Square brackets [ ] 

 Semicolon ‘ ; ’ 

 Colon ‘ : ‘ 

 Period ‘ . ’ 

 

2.5 Classification of Java Statements 

 

 

 

Java 

Statement 
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The sentences in java like sentences in natural languages. Statement in java 

ends with a semicolon (;) mark. Usually the statements are   executed in 

sequence order in which they appear. However, it is possible to control the 

flow of the execution if necessary, using special statements. There are 

several type of statements as listed below. 

Empty Statement: 

These do nothing and are used during program development as a place 

holder. It is same as C and C++. 

Expression 

statement 

Control 

statement 

Iteration 

statement  

Selection statement Jump statement 

Ifelse 

switch 

Labelled 

statement 

Synchronization 

statement 

Guarding 

statement 

    If 
back Continue return 

while 

do 

for 
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Labelled Statement: 

Any statement may begin with a label. Labels in Java are used as the 

arguments of Jump statements. 

Expression Statement: 

Java has several types of expression Statement: assignment, pre-increment, 

post-increment, pre-decrement, post-decrement, method call and allocation 

expression. 

Selection Statement: 

Three types of selection statements in Java: if, if-else, switch 

Iteration Statement:  

There are three types of iteration statements: while, do, for 

Jump Statement: 

Jump statements pass control to the beginning or end of the current block or 

to a labelled statement such as labels must be in the same block and 

continue labels must be an iteration statement. The four types of jump 

statements are break, continue, return and throw. 

Synchronization Statement: 

These are used for handling issues with multithreading. 

Guarding Statement: 

These statements are used for safe handling of code that may cause 

exceptions(such as division by zero) .These statements use the keywords try, 

catch and finally. 

 

2.6 What is the JVM? 

A Virtual Machine is a software implementation of a physical machine. Java 

was developed with the concept of WORA (Write Once Run 

Anywhere), which runs on a Virtual Machine. The compiler converts the 

Java file into a Java .class file, then that .class file is input into the JVM, 

which Loads and executes the class file.  The Architecture of the JVM is 

shown below. 
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2.6.1 JVM Architecture Diagram 

 

2.6.2 How Does the JVM Work? 

As shown in the above architecture diagram, the JVM is divided into three 

main subsystems: 

1. Class Loader Subsystem 

2. Runtime Data Area 

3. Execution Engine 

1. Class Loader Subsystem 

Java's dynamic class loading functionality is handled by the class loader 

subsystem. It loads, links. and initializes the class file when it refers to a 

class for the first time at runtime, not compile time.  

http://www.javainterviewpoint.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/01/JVM-Architecture.png
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Loading 

Classes will be loaded by this component. Boot Strap class Loader, 

Extension class Loader, and Application class Loader are the three class 

loader which will help in achieving it. 

1. Boot Strap class Loader  – Responsible for loading classes from the 

bootstrap classpath, nothing but rt.jar. Highest priority will be given 

to this loader. 

2. Extension ClassLoader – Responsible for loading classes which are 

inside ext folder (jre\lib). 

3. Application ClassLoader –Responsible for loading Application 

Level Classpath, path mentioned Environment Variable etc. 

The above Class Loaders will follow Delegation Hierarchy Algorithm while 

loading the class files. 

Linking 

1. Verify – Bytecode verifier will verify whether the generated 

bytecode is proper or not if verification fails we will get 

the verification error. 

2. Prepare – For all static variables memory will be allocated and 

assigned with default values. 

3. Resolve – All symbolic memory references are replaced with 

the original references from Method Area. 

Initialization 

This is the final phase of Class Loading, here all static variables will be 

assigned with the original values, and the static block will be executed. 

2. Runtime Data Area 

The Runtime Data Area is divided into 5 major components: 

1. Method Area – All the class level data will be stored here, 

including static variables. There is only one method area per 

JVM, and it is a shared resource. 

2. Heap Area – All the Objects and their 

corresponding instancevariables and arrays will be stored here. There 

is also one Heap Area per JVM. Since the Method and Heap 
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areas share memory for multiple threads, the data stored is not 

thread safe. 

3. Stack Area – For every thread, a separate runtime stack will be 

created. For every method call, one entry will be made in the stack 

memory which is called as Stack Frame. All local variables will be 

created in the stack memory. The stack area is thread safe since it is 

not a shared resource. The Stack Frame is divided into three 

subentities: 

 Local Variable Array – Related to the method how 

many local variables are involved and the corresponding 

values will be stored here. 

 Operand stack – If any intermediate operation is required to 

perform, operand stack acts as runtime workspace to perform 

the operation. 

 Frame data – All symbols corresponding to the method is 

stored here. In the case of any exception, the catch block 

information will be maintained in the frame data. 

4. PC Registers – Each thread will have separate PC Registers, to hold 

the address of current executing instruction once the instruction is 

executed the PC register will be updated with the next instruction. 

5. Native Method stacks – Native Method Stack holds native method 

information. For every thread, a separate native method stack will be 

created. 

3. Execution Engine 

The bytecode which is assigned to the Runtime Data Area will be executed 

by the Execution Engine. The Execution Engine reads the bytecode and 

executes it piece by piece. 

1. Interpreter – The interpreter interprets the bytecode faster, but 

executes slowly. The disadvantage of the interpreter is that when one 

method is called multiple times, every time a new interpretation is 

required. 

2. JIT Compiler – The JIT Compiler neutralizes the disadvantage of 

the interpreter. The Execution Engine will be using the help of the 

interpreter in converting byte code, but when it finds repeated code it 

uses the JIT compiler, which compiles the entire bytecode and 

changes it to native code. This native code will be used directly for 
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repeated method calls, which improve the performance of the 

system. 

1. Intermediate Code generator – Produces intermediate code 

2. Code Optimizer – Responsible for optimizing the 

intermediate code generated above 

3. Target Code Generator – Responsible for Generating 

Machine Code or Native Code 

4. Profiler – A special component, responsible for finding 

hotspots, i.e. whether the method is called multiple times or 

not. 

3. Garbage Collector: Collects and removes unreferenced objects. 

Garbage Collection can be triggered by calling "System.gc()", but 

the execution is not guaranteed. Garbage collection of the JVM 

collects the objects that are created. 

Java Native Interface (JNI): JNI will be interacting with the Native 

Method Libraries and provides the Native Libraries required for the 

Execution Engine. 

Native Method Libraries: It is a collection of the Native Libraries which is 

required for the Execution Engine. 

2.7 Constants and Variables 

Constants: 

Constants in java refer to fixed value that does not change during the 

execution of the program. Java supports several types of constants 

Integer Constants: 

An integer constant refers to a sequence of digits. There are three types of 

integers namely decimal, octal, integer and hexadecimal integer.  

Decimal integer consists of a set of digits, o through 9, preceded by an 

optional minus sign. Examples of decimal integer constants are 674, 0, -456 

Embedded spaces, commas and non-digit characters are not allowed 

between digits. 67 965 20.000 

Octal integer consists of a set of digits, o through 7 with a leading 

zero.Some examples of octal integer are: 045, 0654 
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A sequence of digits preceded by 0x or 0X is considered as hexadecimal 

integer. They may also include alphabets A through F or a through f 

represents 10 through 15. The examples f hexadecimal integers are: 0x4,   

0X9A 

We rarely use octal and hexadecimal numbers in programming. 

Real Constants: 

The number containing fractional part like 16.76 is called real or floating 

point constant. Examples of real constants are 

0.0098, -0.65, 7.9865    

Single character Constant: 

String Constant: 

Backslash Character Constant (escape sequence):  

They are used in output methods, they consist of two characters one back 

slash with a single character enclose within a single core. 

‘ \n’ New line 

‘\b’  Back space 

‘\t’  Horizontal tab 

‘\r’  Carriage return 

‘\’’  Single quote 

‘\”’  Double quote 

‘\\’  backslash 

‘\f’  form feed 

2.8 Variables 

A variable is a storage location (container) that stores values that are used in 

a Java program. Variables may change during the execution of the program. 

Every variable must be declared to use a data type. For example, a variable 

could be declared to use one of the eight primitive data types: byte, short, 

int, long, float, double, char or boolean and every variable must be given an 

initial value before it can be used. Examples of variable names are 

https://www.thoughtco.com/declaring-variables-2034319
https://www.thoughtco.com/primitive-data-types-2034320
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 height 

 length 

 weight 

 average 

Variable names consists of alphabets, digits, underscore (_) and dollar ($) 

symbol, subject to the following conditions. 

1. They must not begin with a digit. 

2. Uppercase and lowercase are distinct. This means the variable 

COUNT is not same as the count. 

3. It should not be a keyword. 

4. White space is not allowed. 

5. Variable names can be of any length. 

2.8.1Declaration of Variables 

Variables are the names of storage location. After designing suitable 

variable names, we must declare them to the compiler. Declaration does 

three things:-  

1. It tells the compiler what the variable name is. 

2. It specifies what type of data the variable will hold. 

3. The place of declaration decides the scope of the variable. 

A variable must be declared before it is used in the program. A variable can 

be used to store a value of any data type. The general form of declaration of 

a variable is: 

 Data type variable1,variable2.................................variableN 

Variables are separated by commas. A declaration statement must ends with 

a semicolon (;). Some valid declarations are 

   inta,b,c;  

   byte x; 

   char m; 

2.8.2Scope of Variable 
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Every variable has two properties. One is lifetime and another is scope. Life 

time of a variable specifies the duration that a variable exists. The scope of 

a variable specifies the section of the source program in which the variable 

is. visible. As a general rule, variables that are defined within a block are not 

accessible outside that block. The lifetime of a variable refers to how long 

the variable exists before it is destroyed. Destroying variables refers to deal 

locating the memory that was allotted to the variables when declaring it. We 

have written a few classes till now. You might have observed that not all 

variables are the same. The ones declared in the body of a method were 

different from those that were declared in the class itself.  There are three 

types of variables in Java 

 Local variables 

 Instance variables 

 Class variables 

 

2.8.2.1 Local Variables 

The variable which is declared inside a method, block or constructor is 

called local variable. A local variable will exist as long as the method, block 

or constructor in which it has been created is still running. All the local 

variables are destroyed as soon as the method, block or constructor 

terminates. Access modifiers cannot be used for local variables. Local 

variables are implemented at stack level internally. Local variables have no 

default value, so local variables should be declared and before the first use 

an initial value should be assigned. 

2.8.2.2Instance Variable 

The variable which is declared inside a class but outside a method, block or 

constructor is called instance variable. Every instance of the class (object) 

contains a copy of these variables. The scope of instance variables is 

determined by the access specifier that is applied to these variables. The 

lifetime of these variables is the same as the lifetime of the objects to which 

it belongs. Object once created do not exist for ever. They are destroyed by 

the garbage collector of java when there are no more reference to that object  

2.8.2.3 Class Variable 

Class variables also known as static variables are declared with the static 

keyword in a class, but outside a method, constructor or a block. There 

would only be one copy of each class variable per class, regardless of how 

many objects are created from it. Static variables are rarely used other than 

being declared as constants. Constants are variables that are declared as 

public/private, final, and static. Constant variables never change from their 
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initial value. Static variables are stored in the static memory. It is rare to use 

static variables other than declared final and used as either public or private 

constants. Static variables are created when the program starts and 

destroyed when the program stops.  Visibility is similar to instance 

variables. However, most static variables are declared public since they 

must be available for users of the class. Default values are same as instance 

variables. For numbers, the default value is 0; for Booleans, it is false; and 

for object references, it is null. Values can be assigned during the 

declaration or within the constructor. Additionally, values can be assigned 

in special static initialize blocks. Static variables can be accessed by calling 

with the class name ClassName. VariableName. When declaring class 

variables as public static final, then variable names (constants) are all in 

upper case. If the static variables are not public and final, the naming syntax 

is the same as instance and local variables. 

2.9 Data type 

Every variable in Java has a data type. Data types specify the size and types 

of values that can be stored. Java language is rich in data type. The variety 

of data types available allows the programmer to select the type appropriate 

to the needs of the application. Data types in java under various categories 

are shown below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.9.1 Integer Type 

Java supports four integer type byte, short, int and long. All of these are 

signed, positive and negative values. Java does not support unsigned types.  

 

    

 

 

Integer 

byte 
long 

Data types in Java 

   Primitive Non-Primitive 

Classes Arrays 
Numeric Non-Numeric 

Interface 
Character Boolean 

Integer Float 
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(Integer data types) 

The size and range of these integer types vary widely, as shown in the table: 

Type Size Min value Max value 

Long 8 bytes -9,223,372,036,854,775,808 9,223,372,036,854,775,807 

Int 4 bytes -2,147,483,648 2,147,483,647 

Short 2 bytes -32,768 32767 

byte 1 byte -128 127 

2.9.2 Floating Point Type 

Floating point numbers also known as real numbers. This type holds 

numbers containing fractional parts such as 128.56, -3.789. There are two 

kinds of floating point type, float and double, which represent single and 

double precision numbers.  

 

     

 

(Floating point data type) 

The size of float type is 32 bits and the approximate range is 1.4e-045 to 

3.4e+038.The size of double is 64 bits and the approximate range is 4.9e-

324 to 1.8e+308.  

Float point data type supports a special value known as Not a 

Number(NaN). NaN is used where actual number is not produced such as 

dividing by zero. Double precision types are used when we need greater 

precision in storage of floating point numbers.  

2.9.3 Character Type 

It is used to store characters is char. The char type assumes a size of 2 bytes 

or 8 bits. Instead java uses Unicode to represent characters. Unicode defines 

a fully international character set that can represent all of the characters 

Floating Point 

short int 

Float 
Double 
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found in all human languages. The range of char is 0 to 65,536. There are 

no negative chars. 

Example: 

public class CharExample 

{ 

public static void main(String[]args) 

     { 

 char ch1,ch2; 

 ch1=65;  //Code for A 

 ch2='Z'; 

 System.out.println("ch1 and ch2 is"); 

 System.out.println(ch1+" "+ch2); 

     } 

} 

Output: 

ch1 and ch2 is A Z  

2.9.4 Boolean type 

It is used to test a particular condition during the execution of the program. 

The boolean type can take two possible values that are true or false. It uses 

only one bit of storage. It is denoted by the keyword ‘boolean’. 

2.10 Symbolic Constant 

It helps to modify the program easily and makes the program easy to 

understand. 

A symbolic constant is declared as follows: 

final data type symbolic-name=value 

Valid examples of constant declaration are: 

final double PI=3.141; 

final PASS_MARK=45; 

 

Rules: 

 Symbolic name takes the same form as variable name, but written in 

capital letter to distinguish by convention. 

 Symbolic constant should not be re-assigned in any other value 

within the program. 

 Symbolic constant are declared for any data type. 

 They cannot be declared inside a method, but should be declared in 

the beginning of a class as data member. 
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2.11 Default Values 

Fields that are declared but not initialized will be set to a reasonable default 

by the compiler. This default will be zero or null, depending on the data 

type. Relying on such default values, however, is generally considered bad 

programming style. The following chart summarizes the default values for 

the above data types. 

    

 Data Type Default Value (for fields) 

    

 byte 0  

    

 short 0  

    

 Int 0  

   

 long 0L  

   

 float 0.0f 

   

 double 0.0d  

   

 char '\u0000'  

   

 String (or any object) null  

   

 boolean false 
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2.12 Type Casting 

When you assign value of one data type to another, the two types might not 

be compatible with each other. If the data types are compatible, then Java 

will perform the conversion automatically known as Automatic Type 

Conversion and if not then they need to be casted or converted explicitly. 

Assigning a value of one type to a variable of another type is known 

as Type Casting. 

In Java, type casting is classified into two types, 

Widening or automatic type Casting (Implicit): 

byte         short          int           long           float       double 

Automatic Type casting take place when, 

 the two types are compatible 

 the destination type is larger than the source type 

When these two conditions are met, a widening conversion takes place. For 

example, the float type is always large enough to hold all valid int values, so 

no explicit casting is required. 

Example: 

class Type 

{ 

public static void main(String[] args) 

     { 

  int a = 50;  

  long b = a; 

  float c = b;  

  System.out.println("Int value "+a); 

  System.out.println("Long value "+b); 

  System.out.println("Float value "+c); 

} 

} 

Output: 

Int value 50 

Long value 50 

Float value 50.0 
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Narrowing Casting (Explicit)  

 

double             float            long           int            short            byte          

 

When assign a larger type value to a variable of smaller type, then it need to 

perform explicit type casting. This type of conversion will not be performed 

automatically. 

Explicit Type casting take place when, 

 the two types are incompatible 

 the destination type is smaller than the source type 

Syntax: 

(target type)value 

Here, the target type specifies the desired type to convert the specified value 

to. 

Example: 

public class Type 

{ 

public static void main(String[] args) 

    { 

double a = 50.02;   

long b = (long)a;   

int c = (int)b;  

System.out.println("Double value: "+a); 

System.out.println("Long value: "+b); 

System.out.println("Int value: "+c); 

     } 

}   

Output: 

Double value: 50.02 

Long value: 50 

Int value: 50 
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2.13 Command line Arguments 

The command line argument is the argument that is passed at the time of 

running the java program. It is very easy to access the command-line 

argument inside a java program. The arguments are stored as string 

in String array passed to the args parameter of main()method. The 

arguments passed from the console can be received in the java program and 

it can be used as an input. 

Example of Command line argument 

In this example, we are receiving only one argument and printing it. To run 

this java program, you must pass at least one argument from the command 

prompt. 

classCla 

{   

public static void main(String args[]) 

{   

System.out.println("The first argument is: "+args[0]);   

}   

}   

Compile:  javac Cla.java 

Run: java Cla 

Output: 

The first argument is OSOU 

 

2.14 Let Us Sum Up 

In this unit we have discussed the structure of the Java program and 

environmental setup of java. We have seen a simple java program. This unit 

provides a brief description of tokens, constants, variables and symbolic 

constant. We have also seen the scope of the variables and how to declare 

the variables. 

We have also discussed the internal architecture of JVM. We have seen how 

to convert one data type to another. This unit gives a clear description of 

Java statements. We have seen how to pass argument at run time through 

Command line argument. 
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2.15 Self Assessment Questions 

1. How Does the JVM Work? 

………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………….……

………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………................... 

2. Explain about Data type. 

………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………….……

………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………................... 

3. What is variable and its declaration? 

………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………….……

………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………................... 

 

4. Explain about different types of data type. 

………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………….……

………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………
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………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………................... 

 

5. Write sort notes about command line arguments. 

………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………….……

………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………................... 

 

2.16 Model Questions 

1. What is the JVM? 

2. What is Tokens in Java? 

3. Write a short note on Type Casting? 

4. Explain with an example rules and conventions for naming variables. 

5. How Variables declare in class with Example? 

 

2.17 References &Suggested Readings 
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main-is.html 

2. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Comment_(computer_programming) 

3. Tutorial: Programming in Java for Android Development,  Adam C. 

Champion and Dong Xuan 

4. http://codetpoint.com/java/java-keyword/ 

5. https://dzone.com/articles/jvm-architecture-explained 

6. https://tecnoesis.wordpress.com/2009/11/07/declaring-initializing-and-

using-variables/ 
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UNIT-3 Operators 
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3.3.5 Conditional Operators 

3.3.6 The Assignment Operators 

3.3.7 The Bitwise Operators 

3.3.8 Special Operators 

3.3.8.1 Instance of Operator 

3.3.8.2 Dot operator 
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3.4 Precedence of Java Operators 
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3.0 Introduction 

Java provides a rich set of operators to manipulate variables. An operator is 

a symbol that tells the computer to perform certain mathematical or logical 

manipulations. Operators are used in programs to manipulate data and 

variables. They are usually a part of mathematical or logical expressions.  

We can divide all the Java operators. 

3.1 Learning Objectives 

After learning this unit you should be able to  

 Know Operators used in Java. 

 Demonstrate the use of different types of  Operators in Java 

3.2 About Operators 

When you think of a computer program, you often think of computations. 

Operators are the mechanism that allows programs to perform computations 

on various values. There are three types of operators. A unary operator acts 

on one operand; a binary operator acts on two operands; and a ternary 

operator acts on three operands. Operators tell Java to perform a task using 

one, two, or three values. For example, consider this bit of code: 

a = b + c; 

This statement uses two operators. The + operator tells Java to add variables 

b and c. The = operator puts the result into the variable. 

3.3 Different types of Operators 

 Unary Operator 

 Arithmetic Operators 

 Relational Operators 

 Bitwise Operators 

 Logical Operators 

 Assignment Operators 

 Misc Operators 
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3.3.1 Unary Operator 

The unary operators require only one operand; they perform various operations such as 

incrementing/decrementing a value by one, negating an expression, or inverting the 

value of a boolean. The increment/decrement operators can be applied before (prefix) or 

after (postfix) the operand. 

Unary Operators are: 

 Unary Plus 

 Unary Minus 

 Logical Compliment Operator 

 Increment Operator 

 Decrement Operator 

+  Unary plus operator; indicates positive value (numbers are positive without this, 

however) 

-  Unary minus operator; negates an expression 

!      Logical complement operator; inverts the value of a Boolean 

++   Increment operator; increments a value by 1 

- -     Decrement operator; decrements a value by 1 

Example: Unary plus and minus operator operation 

class UnaryDemo  

{ 

     public static void main(String[] args) 

 { 

           int result = +1;                            // result is now 1 

           System.out.println(result); 

           result- -;                                         // result is now 0 

           System.out.println(result); 

           result++;                                      // result is now 1  

           System.out.println(result); 
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           result = -result;                             // result is now -1 

           System.out.println(result); 

           boolean success = false; 

           System.out.println(success);        // false 

           System.out.println(!success);       // true 

      } 

} 

Example: Pre and post increment (++) operation 

class PrePostDemo  

{ 

     public static void main(String[] args) 

{ 

           int i = 3; 

   i++; 

   System.out.println(i); // i is now "4" 

   ++i;       

   System.out.println(i); // i is now "5" 

   System.out.println(++i); // i is now "6" 

   System.out.println(i++); // i is now "6" 

   System.out.println(i); // i is now "7" 

     } 

} 

Example: Pre and post Decrement (- -) operation 

class PrePostDemo  

{ 
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     public static void main(String[] args) 

{ 

           int i = 3; 

   i- -; 

   System.out.println(i); // i is now "2" 

- -i;       

   System.out.println(i); // i is now "1" 

   System.out.println(- -i); // i is now "0" 

   System.out.println(i- -); // i is now "0" 

   System.out.println(i); // i is now "-1" 

     } 

} 

3.3.2 The Arithmetic Operator 

Arithmetic operators are used in mathematical expressions in the same way 

that they are used in algebra. Java provides all arithmetic operators. The 

following table lists the arithmetic operators − 

Assume integer variable A holds 30 and variable B holds 60, then − 

Show Examples 

Operator Description Example 

+ (Addition) 
Adds values on either side of the 

operator. 

A + B will 

give 90 

- (Subtraction) 
Subtracts right-hand operand from left-

hand operand. 

A - B will 

give -30 

* 

(Multiplication) 

Multiplies values on either side of the 

operator. 

A * B will 

give 1800 

https://www.tutorialspoint.com/java/java_arithmatic_operators_examples.htm
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/ (Division) 
Divides left-hand operand by right-hand 

operand. 

B / A will 

give 2 

% (Modulus) 
Divides left-hand operand by right-hand 

operand and returns remainder. 

B % A 

will give 0 

Example: Arithmetic Operator 

class OperatorEx 

{ 

public static void main(String args[]) 

{ 

int a=20; 

int b=4; 

System.out.println(a+b); 

System.out.println(a-b); 

System.out.println(a*b); 

System.out.println(a/b); 

System.out.println(a%b); 

} 

} 

Output: 

24 

16 

80 

5 

0 
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Integer Arithmetic 

When both the operands in a single arithmetic expression such as a+b are integers, the 

expression is called as integer expression and the operation is called integer arithmetic. 

integer arithmetic always yields an integer value. In the above example, if a and b are 

integers, then for a=14 and b=4 we have the following results: 

a+b=18 

a-b=10 

a*b=56 

Real arithmetic 

An arithmetic operation involving only real operands is called real arithmetic. A real 

operand may assume values either in decimal or exponential notation. Since floating 

point values are rounded to the number of significant digits permissible, the final value is 

an approximation of the correct result. 

Mixed-mode Arithmetic 

When one of the operand is real and the other is integer, the expression is called a 

mixed-mode arithmetic expression. If either operand is real type, then the other operand 

is converted to real and the real arithmetic is performed. The result will be a real. Thus 

28/10.0 produces the result 2.8 

28/10 produces the result 2 

3.3.3 The Relational Operators 

Java supports six relational operators that compare two numbers and return a 

boolean value. The relational operators are <, >, <=, >=, ==, and !=. 

Relational operators can be used to compare two quantities. Eg: comparing 

salary of two employees. 

The relational operators are given below 

 

Operator Meaning 

< less than 
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<= less than or equal to 

> greater than 

>= greater than or equal to 

== equal to 

!= not equal to 

 

1. Less than (<) 

This operator is used to check if a quantity is lesser than a different 

quantity.   The result will be a boolean type (true or false) 

Consider the operation value1<value2. In this case 

1. if value1 is lesser than value2. the result is “true”. 

2. if value1 is greater than value2, result would have been “false”. 

3. if value1 is equal to value2, result would be “false”. 

Example: 

int value1 =   10;  

int value2 = 20;  

boolean result = value1<value2; 

Here value1 is lesser than value2. Hence the outcome will be “true” and this 

value will be assigned to the Boolean variable “result”. 

2. Less than or equal to (<=) 

This operator is used to check if a quantity is lesser than or equal to a 

different quantity.   The result will be a boolean type (true or false). 

Consider the operation value1<=value2.   In this case 

1. if value1 is lesser than value2. the result   is “true”  

2. if value1 is greater than value2, result would have been “false”  

3. if value1 is equal to value2, result would be “true” 
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Example: 

int value1 =   10; 

int value2 = 20; 

boolean result =   value1<=value2; 

Here value1 is lesser than value2. Hence the outcome will be “true” and this 

value will be assigned to the Boolean variable “result”. 

3. Greater than (>) 

This operator is used to check if a quantity is greater than a different 

quantity.   The result will be a boolean type (true or false). 

Consider the operation value1>value2.   In this case 

1. if value1 is lesser than value2. the result   is “false” 

2. if value1 is greater than value2, result would have been “true” 

3. if value1 is equal to value2, result would be “false” 

 

Example: 

int value1 =   10; 

int value2 = 20; 

boolean result = value1>value2; 

Here the value1 is not greater than value2. Hence the outcome will be 

“false” and this value will be assigned to the Boolean variable “result”. 

4.  Greater than or equal to (>=) 

This operator is used to check if a quantity is greater than or equal to a 

different quantity.   The result will be a boolean type (true or false). 

Consider the operation value1>=value2.   In this case 

1. if value1 is lesser than value2. the result   is “false” 

2. if value1 is greater than value2, result would have been “true” 

3. if value1 is equal to value2, result would be “true” 

 

Example: 

int value1 =   10; 

int value2 = 20; 
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boolean result = value1>value2; 

Here the value1 is not greater or equal to value2. Hence the outcome will be 

“false” and this value will be assigned to the Boolean variable “result”. 

5. Equal to (==) 

This operator is used to check if a quantity is equal to a different 

quantity.   The result will be a boolean type (true or false). 

Consider the operation value1==value2.   In this case 

1. if value1 is lesser than value2. the result   is “false”  

2. if value1 is greater than value2, result would have been “false”  

3. if value1 is equal to value2, result would be “true” 

Example: Relational Operator 

public class Relop 

{ 

 public static void main(String args[]) 

 { 

  int x = 40; 

  int y = 50; 

  System.out.println("x  is " + x ); 

  System.out.println("y  is " + y ); 

  System.out.println("x == y is " + (x == y) ); 

  System.out.println("x != y is" + (x != y) ); 

  System.out.println("x > y is " + (x > y) ); 

  System.out.println("x < y is " + (x < y) ); 

  System.out.println("y >= x is " + (y >= x) ); 

  System.out.println("y <= x is " + (y <= x) ); 

 } 

} 
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Output: 

x is 40 

y is 50 

x == y is false 

x != y is true 

x >y  isfalse 

x < yis  true 

y >= x is true 

y <= x is false 

3.3.4 The Logical Operator 

Logical operators are used when we want to check multiple conditions 

together.  

The logical operators are given below: 

 

Operator Meaning 

&& Logical AND 

|| Logical OR 

! Logical Not 

 

1. Logical AND Operator (&&) 

We can combine many relational expressions using “Logical And” operators 

.The result will be a boolean type.   This operator is represented by the 

symbol “&&”. 

Consider the operation “operand1 && operand2” 

Here operand1 and operand2 can be relational expressions or boolean types. 

The result of the operation “operand1 && operand2” will be 
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1. “true” only if both operand1 and operand2 are “true” 

2. “false”   if any of the operands (operand1 or operand2) is “false” or 

both the operands (operand1 or operand2) are “false”. 

 

Example: 

Consider the following piece of code. 

int value1 = 10;  

int value2 = 20;  

int value3= 30; 

boolean result1 =   value2>value1   &&   value2<value3;  

boolean result2 =   value2<value1   &&   value2<value3;  

boolean result3 =   value2>value1   &&   value2>value3;  

boolean result4 =   value2<value1   &&   value2>value3; 

Can you find out the result values result1, result2, result3 and result4? 

(1) “result1” will be true. How?   Analyze the statement 

boolean result1 = value2>value1   &&   value2<value3; 

value2 is greater than value1. 

Hence value2>value1 is true 

value2 is lesser than value3. Hence value2<value3 will be true. 

So both sides of the “&&” operator is true. Hence the “&&” operator returns 

true and this value is assigned to the boolean variable result1. 

(2) “result2” will be false.   Analyze the statement 

boolean result2 = value2<value1   &&   value2<value3; 

value2 is not lesser than value1. Hence value2<value1   is false  

value2   is lesser than value3. Hence value2<value3 will be true. 

Since one side of the “&&” operator is false, the “&&” operator returns 

false and this value is assigned to the boolean variable result2. 

(3) “result3” will be false. Analyze the statement 

boolean result3 = value2>value1   &&   value2>value3; 
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value2 is greater than value1. Hence value2>value1 is true  

value2   is not greater than value3. Hence value2>value3 will be false. 

Since one side of the “&&” operator is false, the “&&” operator returns 

false and this value is assigned to the boolean variable result3. 

(4) “result4” will be false. Analyze the statement 

boolean result4 = value2<value1   &&   value2>value3; 

value2 is not lesser than value1. Hence value2<value1   is false  

value2   is not greater than value3. Hence value2>value3 will be false 

Since both sides of the “&&” operator is false, the “&&” operator returns 

false and this value is assigned to the boolean variable result4. 

2. Logical OR Operator (||) 

We can combine many relational expressions using “Logical OR” operators 

.The result will be a boolean type.   This operator is represented by the 

symbol “||”. 

Consider the operation “operand1 || operand2” 

Here operand1 and operand2 can be relational expressions or boolean types. 

The result of the operation “operand1 || operand2” will be 

 

1. “true”   if any of the operands (operand1 or operand2) is “true” or 

both the operands (operand1 or operand2) are “true”. 

2. “false” only if both operand1 and operand2 are “false” 

 

Example: 

Consider the following piece of code. 

int value1 = 10;  

int value2 = 20;  

int value3= 30; 

boolean result1 =   value2>value1   ||   value2<value3;  

boolean result2 =   value2<value1   ||   value2<value3;  

boolean result3 =   value2>value1   ||   value2>value3;  

boolean result4 =   value2<value1   ||   value2>value3; 

Can you find out the result values result1, result2, result3 and result4?  

(1) “result1” will be true. How?   Analyze the statement 
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boolean result1 =   value2>value1   ||   value2<value3; 

value2 is greater than value1. Hence value2>value1 is true  

value2 is lesser than value3. Hence value2<value3 will be true. 

So both sides of the “||” operator is true. Hence the “||” operator returns true 

and this value is assigned to the boolean variable result1. 

(2) “result2” will be true.   Analyze the statement 

boolean result2 = value2<value1   &&   value2<value3; 

value2 is not lesser than value1. Hence value2<value1   is false  

value2   is lesser than value3. Hence value2<value3 will be true. 

Since one side of the “||” operator is true, the “||” operator returns true and 

this value is assigned to the boolean variable result2. 

(3) “result3” will be true.   Analyze the statement 

boolean result3 = value2>value1   &&   value2>value3; 

value2 is greater than value1. Hence value2>value1 is true  

value2   is not greater than value3. Hence value2>value3 will be false. 

Since one side of the “||” operator is true, the “||” operator returns true and 

this value is assigned to the boolean variable result3. 

(4) “result4” will be false. Analyze the statement 

boolean result4 = value2<value1   &&   value2>value3; 

value2 is not lesser than value1. Hence value2<value1   is false  

value2   is not greater than value3. Hence value2>value3 will be false 

Since both sides of the “||” operator is false, the “||” operator returns false 

and this value is assigned to the boolean variable result4. 

3. Logical Not Operator (!) 

Logical Operator can be used with a boolean type variable or with a 

relational expression or with a logical expression.  Logical not operator is 

denoted by the symbol “!”. 

 

1. Assume the original value is “true”. If we use this operator, the value 

will be changed to “false”. 

2. Assume the original value is “false”. If we use this operator, the value 

will be changed to “true”. 
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Example: Logical Operator 

classLogop 

{ 

 public static void main(String args[])  

 { 

  boolean x = true; 

  boolean y = false; 

  System.out.println("x && y = " + (x&&y)); 

  System.out.println("x || y = " + (x||y) ); 

  System.out.println("!(x && y) = " + !(x && y)); 

 } 

} 

Output: 

x&& y = false 

x || y = true 

!(x && y) = true 

3.3.5 Conditional Operators 

This operator is used to make conditional expressions. 

Syntax: 

expression1? expression2: expression3 

Here expression1 will be evaluated first. 

If we get “true” or a non-zero number as the result of expression1, 

expression2 will be evaluated and the result of expression2 will be the 

overall result of the conditional expression. 
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If we get “false” or zero as the result of expression1, expression3 will be 

evaluated and the result of expression3 will be the overall result of the 

conditional expression. 

Example: 

int a=10;  

int b= 20;  

int value1 = (a<b) ? a : b;  

int value2 = (a>b) ? a : b; 

What will be the values of “value1” and “value2”? 

(1) “value1” will be 10. Take a look at the expression “(a<b) ?   a :   b;”. 

This states that if “a” is less than “b”, the resultant value will be “a” and if 

“a” is not less than “b”, the resultant value will be “b”. 

Here “a” is 10 and “b” is 20. So “a” is less than “b”. So the resultant value 

will be “a” which is equal to 10. 

So the variable “'value1'” gets the value “10”. 

(2)“value2” will be 20. Take a look at the expression “(a>b) ?   a :   b;”. This 

states that if “a” is greater than “b”, the resultant value will be “a” and if “a” 

is not greater than “b”, the resultant value will be “b”. 

Here “a” is 10 and “b” is 20. So “a” is not greater than “b”. So the resultant 

value will be “b” which is equal to 20. 

So the variable 'value2' gets the value “20”. 

Example: Conditional Operator 

public class Conop 

{ 

 public static void main(String args[]) 

 { 

  int x=30; 

  int y= 40; 

  int value1 = (x<y) ? x : y; 
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  int value2 = (x>y) ? x : y; 

  System.out.println("value1 : "+value1); 

  System.out.println("value2 : "+value2); 

 } 

} 

Output: 

value1: 30 

value2: 40 

 

3.3.6 The Assignment Operators 

Following are the assignment operators supported by Java language: 

Examples 

Oper

ator 

Description Example 

= 

Simple assignment operator. Assigns values 

from right side operands to left side 

operand. 

C = A + B will 

assign value of A + 

B into C 

+= 

Add AND assignment operator. It adds right 

operand to the left operand and assign the 

result to left operand. 

C += A is equivalent 

to C = C + A 

-= 

Subtract AND assignment operator. It 

subtracts right operand from the left operand 

and assign the result to left operand. 

C -= A is equivalent 

to C = C – A 

*= 

Multiply AND assignment operator. It 

multiplies right operand with the left 

operand and assign the result to left 

operand. 

C *= A is equivalent 

to C = C * A 

https://www.tutorialspoint.com/java/java_assignment_operators_examples.htm
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/= 

Divide AND assignment operator. It divides 

left operand with the right operand and 

assign the result to left operand. 

C /= A is equivalent 

to C = C / A 

%= 

Modulus AND assignment operator. It takes 

modulus using two operands and assign the 

result to left operand. 

C %= A is 

equivalent to C = C 

% A 

<<= Left shift AND assignment operator. 
C <<= 2 is same as 

C = C << 2 

>>= Right shift AND assignment operator. 
C >>= 2 is same as 

C = C >> 2 

&= Bitwise AND assignment operator. 
C &= 2 is same as C 

= C & 2 

^= 
bitwise exclusive OR and assignment 

operator. 

C ^= 2 is same as C 

= C ^ 2 

|= 
bitwise inclusive OR and assignment 

operator. 

C |= 2 is same as C = 

C | 2 

 

 

Example: Java Assignment Operator  

class OperatorExample 

{   

 public static void main(String[] args) 

 {   

  int a=10;   

  a+=3;   //10+3   

  System.out.println(a);   
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  a-=4;   //13-4   

  System.out.println(a);   

  a*=2;   //9*2   

  System.out.println(a);   

  a/=2;   //18/2   

  System.out.println(a);   

 } 

}   

Output: 

13 

9 

18 

9 

3.3.7 The Bitwise Operators 

Java defines several bitwise operators, which can be applied to the integer 

types, long, int, short, char, and byte. 

Bitwise operator works on bits and performs bit-by-bit operation. Assume if 

a = 60 and b = 13; now in binary format they will be as follows − 

a = 0011 1100 

b = 0000 1101 

----------------- 

a&b = 0000 1100 

a|b = 0011 1101 

a^b = 0011 0001 

~a  = 1100 0011 

The following table lists the bitwise operators  
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Assume integer variable A holds 60 and variable B holds 13 then  

 

Operator Description Example 

& (bitwise 

and) 

Binary AND Operator copies a bit 

to the result if it exists in both 

operands. 

(A & B) will give 12 

which is 0000 1100 

| (bitwise 

or) 

Binary OR Operator copies a bit if 

it exists in either operand. 

(A | B) will give 61 

which is 0011 1101 

^ (bitwise 

XOR) 

Binary XOR Operator copies the 

bit if it is set in one operand but 

not both. 

(A ^ B) will give 49 

which is 0011 0001 

~ (bitwise 

complime

nt) 

Binary Ones Complement 

Operator is unary and has the 

effect of 'flipping' bits. 

(~A ) will give -61 which 

is 1100 0011 in 2's 

complement form due to 

a signed binary number. 

<< (left 

shift) 

Binary Left Shift Operator. The 

left operands value is moved left 

by the number of bits specified by 

the right operand. 

A << 2 will give 240 

which is 1111 0000 

>> (right 

shift) 

Binary Right Shift Operator. The 

left operands value is moved right 

by the number of bits specified by 

the right operand. 

A >> 2 will give 15 

which is 1111 

>>> (zero 

fill right 

shift) 

Shift right zero fill operator. The 

left operands value is moved right 

by the number of bits specified by 

the right operand and shifted 

values are filled up with zeros. 

A >>>2 will give 15 

which is 0000 1111 

 

Example: Left Shift (<<) 
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class OperatorExample 

{   

 public static void main(String args[]) 

 {   

  System.out.println(10<<2); //10*2^2=10*4=40   

  System.out.println(10<<3); //10*2^3=10*8=80   

  System.out.println(20<<2); //20*2^2=20*4=80   

  System.out.println(15<<4); //15*2^4=15*16=240   

 } 

}   

Output: 

40 

80 

80 

240 

Example: Right Shift (>>) 

class OperatorExample 

{   

 public static void main(String args[]) 

 {   

  System.out.println(10>>2); //10/2^2=10/4=2   

  System.out.println(20>>2); //20/2^2=20/4=5   

  System.out.println(20>>3); //20/2^3=20/8=2   

 } 

}   
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Output: 

2 

5 

2 

Example: Different between Right Shift (>>) vs Zero fill right shift 

(>>>) 

class OperatorExample 

{   

 public static void main(String args[]) 

 {   

      //For positive number, >> and >>> works same   

      System.out.println(20>>2);   

      System.out.println(20>>>2);   

      //For nagative number, >>> changes parity bit (MSB) to 0   

      System.out.println(-20>>2);   

      System.out.println(-20>>>2);   

 } 

}   

Output: 

5 

5 

-5 

1073741819 

Example: Logical && and Bitwise & 

The logical && operator doesn't check second condition if first condition is 

false. It checks second condition only if first one is true. 
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The bitwise & operator always checks both conditions whether first 

condition is true or false. 

class OperatorExample 

{   

 public static void main(String args[]) 

 {   

  int a=10;   

  int b=5;   

  int c=20;   

  System.out.println(a<b&&a<c); //false && true = false   

  System.out.println(a<b&a<c); //false & true = false   

 } 

}   

Output: 

false 

false 

Example: Logical && vs Bitwise & 

class OperatorExample 

{   

 public static void main(String args[]) 

 {   

  int a=10;   

  int b=5;   

  int c=20;   

  System.out.println(a<b&&a++<c); //false && true = false   
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                        System.out.println(a);  

                        //10 because second condition is not checked   

  System.out.println(a<b&a++<c); //false && true = false   

  System.out.println(a); 

  //11 because second condition is checked   

 } 

}   

Output: 

false 

10 

false 

11 

Example: Logical || and Bitwise | 

The logical || operator doesn't check second condition if first condition is 

true. It checks second condition only if first one is false. 

 

The bitwise | operator always checks both conditions whether first condition 

is true or false. 

class OperatorExample 

{   

 public static void main(String args[]) 

 {   

  int a=10;   

  int b=5;   

  int c=20;   

  System.out.println(a>b||a<c);  //true || true = true   
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  System.out.println(a>b|a<c);  //true | true = true   

  //|| vs |   

  System.out.println(a>b||a++<c); //true || true = true   

System.out.println(a); 

//10 because second condition is not checked   

  System.out.println(a>b|a++<c); //true | true = true   

  System.out.println(a); 

  //11 because second condition is checked   

 } 

}   

Output: 

true 

true 

true 

10 

true 

11 

3.3.8 Special Operators 

Above Listed Operators are main purposed operators while some of 

Operator that java uses should be put into another category. Some of 

operators that java uses which do not fit in the above operators category are 

special operators as given below. 

3.3.8 1 instance of Operator 

This operator is used to know if an object is an instance of a particular class 

or not.   This operator returns “true” if an object given at the left hand side is 

an instance of the class given at right hand side. Otherwise, it returns 

“false”. 
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The above statement checks if the object “circle” is an instance of the class 

“Shape”. If yes, it returns “true”, else returns “false” 

This operator is used only for object reference variables. The operator 

checks whether the object is of a particular type (class type or interface 

type). instanceof operator is written as – 

Syntax: 

( Object reference variable ) instanceof  (class/interface type) 

If the object referred by the variable on the left side of the operator passes 

the IS-A check for the class/interface type on the right side, then the result 

will be true. Following is an example − 

Example: 

public class Test  

{ 

 public static void main(String args[])  

 { 

  String name = "James"; 

  // following will return true since name is type of String 

  boolean result = name instanceof String; 

  System.out.println( result ); 

 } 

} 

Output: 

true 

This operator will still return true, if the object being compared is the 

assignment compatible with the type on the right. Following is one more 

example − 

Example 

class Vehicle {} 
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public class Car extends Vehicle  

{ 

 public static void main(String args[])  

 { 

  Vehicle a = new Car(); 

  boolean result =  a instanceof Car; 

  System.out.println( result ); 

 } 

} 

This will produce the following result − 

Output: 

True 

3.3.8.2 Dot operator 

This operator is used to access the variables and methods of a class. 

Example: 

student.mark 

Here we are accessing the variable “mark” of the “student” object 

Example: 

student.getMarks() 

Here we are accessing the method “getMarks” of the “student” object. 

3.3.8.3 new Operator 

In java some people have confusion about new keyword. As new is a 

keyword in java language but it also one kind of Operator. New operator in 

java is used for allocating memory to the object. We can create instance of 

class in java using new operator. 
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Example: 

MyClass object=newMyClass(); 

Here in above example new operator assigns memory to object. We create 

instance of MyClass using new keyword. 

3.4 Precedence of Java Operators 

Operator precedence determines the grouping of terms in an expression. 

This affects how an expression is evaluated. Certain operators have higher 

precedence than others; for example, the multiplication operator has higher 

precedence than the addition operator − 

For example, x = 7 + 3 * 2; here x is assigned 13, not 20 because operator * 

has higher precedence than +, so it first gets multiplied with 3 * 2 and then 

adds into 7. 

Here, operators with the highest precedence appear at the top of the table, 

those with the lowest appear at the bottom. Within an expression, higher 

precedence operators will be evaluated first. 

 

Category Operator Associativity 

Postfix >() [] . (dot operator) Left to Right 

Unary >++ - - ! ~ Right to left 

Multiplicative >* / Left to right 

Additive >+ - Left to right 

Shift >>>>>><< Left to right 

Relational >>>= <<= Left to right 

Equality >== != Left to right 

Bitwise AND >& Left to right 
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Bitwise XOR >^ Left to right 

Bitwise OR >| Left to right 

Logical AND >&& Left to right 

Logical OR >|| Left to right 

Conditional ?: Right to left 

Assignment >= += -= *= /= %= >>= <<= &= ^= |= Right to left 

 

3.5 Let Us Sum Up 

Here in this article we learnt about operators and got some idea about how 

different operators work in Java. There are many types of operators in java 

and now we have idea about where to use which type of operator. The 

following operators are supported by the Java programming language: 

Simple Assignment Operator, Arithmetic Operators, Unary Operators, 

Equality and Relational Operators, Conditional Operators, Type Comparison 

Operator. 

3.6 Self Assessment Questions 

1) What is relational operator explain with examples? 

…………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………

…………………….……………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………… 

 

2) Describe about logical operator with examples. 

…………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………
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…………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………

…………………….……………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………… 

 

3) How bitwise operators are work explain its? 

…………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………

…………………….……………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………… 

 

4) Explain about instance of operator with examples. 

…………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………

…………………….……………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………… 

 

5) Write sort notes about the precedence of operator. 

…………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………

…………………….……………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………… 
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3.7 Model Questions 

1. Explain the Unary operators in Java. 

2. List all the relational and conditional operators and explain with an 

example. 

3. Write a short note on Bitwise operators. 

4. In what ways does a switch statement differs from an if statement? 

5. Write a program to find the number of and sum of all integers greater 

than 50 and less than 100 that are divisible by 5. 

 

3.8 References &Suggested Readings 

 

5. http://computer-science-subjects.blogspot.in/2012/09/history-of-

java.html 

6. Java 2 - The Complete Reference -- Osborne McGraw-Hill.pdf, by 

Patrick Naughton and Herbert Schildt 

7. Functional Programming: implementing a banking protocol, by Pierre 

Stanislas CABOCHE 

8. http://www.smartclass.co/2011/10/java-internetii-java-and-www.html 
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UNIT-4 Control Statements 
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4.0 Introduction 

 

A programming language uses control statements to cause the flow of 

execution to advance and branch based on changes to the state of a program. 

Selection statements allow your program to choose different paths of 

execution based upon the outcome of an expression or the state of a 

variable. 

 

The statements are generally executed from top to bottom, in the order that 

they appear. Control flow statements break up the flow of execution by 

employing decision making, looping, and branching, enabling your program 

to conditionally execute particular blocks of code. This section describes the 

decision-making statements (if-then, if-then-else, switch), and in the next 

chapter you will learn the looping statements (for, while, do-while), and the 

branching statements (break, continue, return). 

 

4.1 Learning Objectives  

After learning this unit you should be able to  

 Understand the working of different types of Control Statements. 

 Demonstrate the working of Selection Statements like if, if-else, 

switch statements in java. 

 Know the jump statements like break, continue. 

 Demonstrate the working of iterative statements like while, do-while, 

for looping. 

4.2 Sequence Control 

 

“Sequence control structure” refers to the line-by-line execution by which 

statements are executed sequentially, in the same order in which they appear 

in the program. They might, for Examples, carry out a series of read or write 

operations, arithmetic operation, or assignments to variables.  

Control structures in a programming language provide the framework within 

which operations and data are combined into programs and set of programs. 

Control of the order of execution of the operations, both primitive and user 

defined, which we term sequence control and control of the transmission of 

data among the subprograms of a program is called data control. 
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4.2.1 Implicit and Explicit Sequence Control  

 

Sequence control structures may be conveniently categorized into four 

groups: 

 

1. Expressions form the basic building blocks for statements and 

express how data are manipulated and changed by a program. 

Properties such as precedence rules and parentheses determine how 

expressions become evaluated. 

 

2. Statements or groups of statements, such as conditional and iteration 

statements, determine how control flows from one segment of a 

program to another. 

 

3. Declarative programming is an execution model that does not 

depend on statements, but nevertheless causes execution to proceed 

through a program the logic-programming model of Prolog is an 

example of this. 

 

4. Subprograms, such as subprogram calls and co routines, form a way 

to transfer control from one segment of a program to another. 

 

Implicit Sequence Control 

 

Implicit sequence control mean, sequence control-structures are those 

defined by the language (default) to be in effect unless modified by the 

programmer through some explicit structure. 

 

Explicit Sequence Control 

 

Explicit sequence control structures are those that the programmer may 

optionally use to modify the implicit sequence of operations defined by the 

language. 

 

4.3 Control Statements   

 

The control statement is used to control the flow of execution of the 

program. This execution order depends on the supplied data values and the 

conditional logic. Java contains the following types of control statements: 

 

1. Selection Statements 

2. Repetition Statements 

3. Branching Statements 
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4.3.1 Selection Statements 

In Java, these are used to control the flow of the program. These are the 

types of selection statements in Java. In Java, "if" is a conditional statement. 

It will provides execution of one of two statements (or blocks), depending 

on the condition. 

 

4.3.1.1 The If-Then Statement 

The if-then statement is the most basic of all the control flow statements. It 

tells your program to execute a certain section of code only if a particular 

test evaluates to true. For example, the MotorBike class could allow the 

brakes to decrease the bike's speed only if the bike is already in motion. One 

possible implementation of the applyBrakes method could be as follows: 

Syntax: 

if(conditional_expression) 

{ 

<statements>; 

  ...; 

  ...; 

} 

voidapplyBrakes() 

{ 

if (isMoving) // the "if" clause: bike must be moving 

{  

currentSpeed--; // the "then" clause: decrease current speed 

} 

} 

If this test evaluates to false (meaning that the bike is not in motion), control 

jumps to the end of the if-then statement. In addition, the opening and 

closing braces are optional, provided that the "then" clause contains only 

one statement: 

voidapplyBrakes() 
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{ 

if (isMoving) currentSpeed--; // same as above, but w/o braces 

} 

Deciding when to omit the braces is a matter of personal choice. Omitting 

them can make the code more brittle. If a second statement is later added to 

the "then" clause, a common mistake would be forgetting to add the newly 

required braces. The compiler cannot catch this sort of error; you'll just get 

the wrong results. 

Example: 

If n%2 evaluates to 0 then the "if" block is executed. Here it evaluates to 0 

so if block is executed. Hence "This is even number" is printed on the 

screen. 

int n = 10; 

if(n%2 = = 0) 

{ 

System.out.println("This is even number"); 

} 

4.3.1.2 The If-Then-Else Statement 

The if-then-else statement provides a secondary path of execution when an 

"if" clause evaluates to false. You could use an if-then-else statement in the 

apply Brakes method to take some action if the brakes are applied when the 

bike is not in motion. In this case, the action is to simply print an error 

message stating that the bike has already stopped. 
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Flow Diagram 

 

 
 

Syntax: 

if(conditional_expression) 

{ 

<statements>; 

  ...; 

  ...; 

  } 

else 

{ 

<statements>; 

  ....; 

  ....; 

   } 

voidapplyBrakes() 

{ 
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if (isMoving)  

{ 

currentSpeed--; 

}  

else 

{ 

System.err.println("The bike has already stopped!"); 

} 

} 

The following program assigns a grade based on the value of a test score: an 

A for a score of 75% or above, a B for a score of 60% orabove, and so on. 

classIfElseDemo 

{ 

public static void main(String[] args)  

{ 

inttestscore = 76; 

char grade; 

if (testscore>= 75) 

{ 

grade = 'A'; 

}  

else if (testscore>= 60)  

{  

grade = 'B'; 

}  

else if (testscore>= 45)  

{  
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grade = 'C'; 

}  

else if (testscore>= 35)  

{  

grade = 'D'; 

}  

else 

{ 

grade = 'F'; 

} 

System.out.println("Grade = " + grade); 

} 

} 

Output: 

Grade = A 

You may have noticed that the value of testscore can satisfy more than one 

expression in the compound statement: 76 >= 75 and 76 >= 60. However, 

once a condition is satisfied, the appropriate statements are executed (grade 

= 'A';) and the remaining conditions are not evaluated. 

4.3.1.3 The Switch Statement 

This is an easier implementation to the if-else statements. The keyword 

"switch" is followed by an expression that should evaluates to byte, short, 

char or int primitive data typesonly. In a switch block there can be one or 

more labeled cases. The expression that creates labels for the case must be 

unique. The switch expression is matched with each case label. Only the 

matched case is executed, if no case matches then the default statement (if 

present) is executed. 

Syntax: 

switch(control_expression){ 

case expression 1: 
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<statement>; 

case expression 2: 

<statement>; 

   ... 

   ... 

case expression n: 

<statement>; 

default: 

<statement>; 

  }//end switch 

 

Examples: 

classSwitchDemo 

{ 

public static void main(String[] args)  

{ 

int month = 9; 

switch (month)  

{ 

case 1:  System.out.println("Jan"); break; 

case 2:  System.out.println("Feb"); break; 

case 3:  System.out.println("Mar"); break; 

case 4:  System.out.println("Apr"); break; 

case 5:  System.out.println("May"); break; 

case 6:  System.out.println("Jun"); break; 

case 7:  System.out.println("Jul"); break; 

case 8:  System.out.println("Aug"); break; 
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case 9:  System.out.println("Sep"); break; 

case 10: System.out.println("Oct"); break; 

case 11: System.out.println("Nov"); break; 

case 12: System.out.println("Dec"); break; 

default: System.out.println("Invalid month.");break; 

} 

} 

} 

In this case, "Sep" is printed to standard output. 

The body of a switch statement is known as a switch block. Any statement 

immediately contained by the switch block may be labeled with one or more 

case or default labels. The switch statement evaluates its expression and 

executes the appropriate case. Of course, you could also implement the same 

thing with if-then-else statements: 

int month = 8; 

if (month == 1)  

{ 

System.out.println("Jan"); 

}  

else if (month == 2)  

{  

System.out.println("Feb"); 

} 

. . . // and so on 

Deciding whether to use if-then-else statements or a switch statement is 

sometimes a judgment call. You can decide which one to use based on 

readability and other factors. An if-then-else statement can be used to make 

decisions based on ranges of values or conditions, whereas a switch 

statement can make decisions based only on a single integer or enumerated 

value. 
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Another point of interest is the break statement after each case. Each break 

statement terminates the enclosing switch statement. Control flow continues 

with the first statement following the switch block. The break statements are 

necessary because without them, case statements fall through; that is, 

without an explicit break, control will flow sequentially through subsequent 

case statements. The default section handles all values that aren't explicitly 

handled by one of the case sections. 

There are three important features of the switch statement to note: 

The switch differs from the if in that switch can only test for equality, 

whereas if can evaluate any type of Boolean expression. That is, the switch 

looks only for a match between the value of the expression and one of its 

case constants. 

No two case constants in the same switch can have identical values. Of 

course, a switch statement enclosed by an outer switch can have case 

constants in common. 

A switch statement is usually more efficient than a set of nested ifs. 

Using Strings in switch Statements 

 

In Java SE 7 and later, you can use a String object in the switch statement's 

expression. The following code example, StringSwitchDemo, displays the 

number of the month based on the value of the String named month: 

 

public class StringSwitchDemo { 

 

public static intgetMonthNumber(String month) { 

 

intmonthNumber = 0; 

 

if (month == null) { 

returnmonthNumber; 

        } 

 

switch (month.toLowerCase()) { 

case "january": 

monthNumber = 1; 

break; 

case "february": 

monthNumber = 2; 

break; 

case "march": 

https://docs.oracle.com/javase/tutorial/java/nutsandbolts/examples/StringSwitchDemo.java
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monthNumber = 3; 

break; 

case "april": 

monthNumber = 4; 

break; 

case "may": 

monthNumber = 5; 

break; 

case "june": 

monthNumber = 6; 

break; 

case "july": 

monthNumber = 7; 

break; 

case "august": 

monthNumber = 8; 

break; 

case "september": 

monthNumber = 9; 

break; 

case "october": 

monthNumber = 10; 

break; 

case "november": 

monthNumber = 11; 

break; 

case "december": 

monthNumber = 12; 

break; 

default:  

monthNumber = 0; 

break; 

        } 

 

returnmonthNumber; 

    } 

 

public static void main(String[] args) { 

 

        String month = "August"; 

 

intreturnedMonthNumber = 

StringSwitchDemo.getMonthNumber(month); 
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if (returnedMonthNumber == 0) { 

System.out.println("Invalid month"); 

        } else { 

System.out.println(returnedMonthNumber); 

        } 

    } 

} 

 

Output: 

8 

 

The String in the switch expression is compared with the expressions 

associated with each case label as if the String.equals method were being 

used. In order for the StringSwitchDemo example to accept any month 

regardless of case, month is converted to lowercase (with 

the toLowerCase method), and all the strings associated with the case labels 

are in lowercase. 

 

4.3.2 Repetition Statements 

 

Repetition Statements is called Iteration statements cause statements (or 

compound statements) to be executed zero or more times, subject to some 

loop-termination criteria. When these statements are compound statements, 

they are executed in order, except when either the break statement or the 

continue statement is encountered. 

 

Loops are basically means to do a task multiple times, without actually 

coding all statements over and over again. For example, loops can be used 

for displaying a string many times, for counting numbers and of course for 

displaying menus. 

 

Loops in Java are mainly of three types:- 

 

1. 'while' loop 

2. 'do while' loop 

3. 'for' loop 

 

4.3.2.1 The While Statement 

The while statement continually executes a block of statements while a 

particular condition is true. Its syntax can be expressed as: 

while(expression)  

https://docs.oracle.com/javase/8/docs/api/java/lang/String.html#equals-java.lang.Object-
https://docs.oracle.com/javase/8/docs/api/java/lang/String.html#toLowerCase--
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{ 

statement(s) 

} 

The while statement evaluates expression, which must return a boolean 

value. If the expression evaluates to true, the while statement executes the 

statement(s) in the while block. The while statement continues testing the 

expression and executing its block until the expression evaluates to false. 

 

Example: Here expression i<=10 is the condition which is checked before 

entering into the loop statements. When i is greater than value 10 control 

comes out of loop and next statement is executed. So here i contains value 

"1" which is less than number "10" so control goes inside of the loop and 

prints current value of i and increments value of i. Now again control comes 

back to the loop and condition is checked. This procedure continues until i 

becomes greater than value "10". So this loop prints values 1 to 10 on the 

screen. 

 

inti = 1; 

//print 1 to 10 

 

while (i<= 10) 

{ 

System.out.println("Num " + i); 

i++; 

} 

 

Output: 

Num 1 

Num 2 

Num 3 

Num 4 

Num 5 

Num 6 

Num 7 

Num 8 

Num 9 

Num 10 

 

4.3.2.2 Do-While Loop Statements 

This is another looping statement that tests the given condition past so you 

can say that the do-while looping statement is a past-test loop statement. 

First, the do block statements are executed then the condition given in while 
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statement is checked. So in this case, even the condition is false in the first 

attempt, do block of code is executed at least once. 

 

Syntax: 

  Do 

{ 

<statement>; 

  ...; 

  ...; 

}while (expression); 

 

Example: Here first do block of code is executed and current value "1" is 

printed then the condition i<=10 is checked. Here "1" is less than number 

"10" so the control comes back to do block. This process continues till value 

of i becomes greater than 10.  

 

inti = 1; 

do 

{ 

System.out.println("Num " + i); 

i++; 

} while (i<= 10); 

 

Output: 

Num 1 

Num 2 

Num 3 

Num 4 

Num 5 

Num 6 

Num 7 

Num 8 

Num 9 

Num 10 

 

4.3.2.3 For Loop Statements 

This is also a loop statement that provides a compact way to iterate over a 

range of values. From a user point of view, this is reliable because it 

executes the statements within this block repeatedly till the specified 

conditions is true. 

 

Syntax: 

for (initialization; condition; increment or decrement) 
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{ 

<statement>; 

  ...; 

  ...; 

  } 

Initialization: The loop is started with the value specified. 

Condition: It evaluates to either 'true' or 'false'. If it is false then the loop is 

terminated.  

Increment or decrement: After each iteration, value increments or 

decrements.  

 

Example: Here num is initialized to value "1", condition is checked whether 

num<=10. If it is so then control goes into the loop and current value of num 

is printed. Now num is incremented and checked again whether num<=10.If 

it is so then again it enters into the loop. This process continues till num>10. 

It prints values 1 to10 on the screen. 

 

for (intnum = 1; num <= 10; num++) 

{ 

System.out.println("Num " + num); 

} 

 

Output: 

Num 1 

Num 2 

Num 3 

Num 4 

Num 5 

Num 6 

Num 7 

Num 8 

Num 9 

Num 10 

 

Java programming language provides following types of loop to handle 

looping requirements. 

Loop Type Description 

while loop Repeats a statement or group of statements until a given 

condition is true. It tests the condition before executing the 

loop body. 
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for loop Execute a sequence of statements multiple times and 

abbreviates the code that manages the loop variable. 

do...while 

loop 

Like a while statement, except that it tests the condition at 

the end of the loop body 

nested loops You can use one or more loop inside any another while, for 

or do.while loop. 

 

4.3.2.4 Loop Control Statements 
Loop control statements change execution from its normal sequence. When 

execution leaves a scope, all automatic objects that were created in that 

scope are destroyed. 

Java supports the following control statements. Click the following links to 

check their detail. 

Control 

Statement 

Description 

break statement Terminates the loop or switch statement and transfers 

execution to the statement immediately following the loop 

or switch. 

continue 

statement 

Causes the loop to skip the remainder of its body and 

immediately retest its condition prior to reiterating. 

  

4.3.3 Java Jump Statements 

Jump statements are used to interrupt the normal flow of program. 

Types of Jump Statements are: 

 break 

 continue 

 labelled loop 

 

4.3.3.1 Break Statement 

 

Break statement is used inside loop or switch statement. When compiler 

finds the break statement inside a loop, compiler will abort the loop and 

continue to execute statements followed by loop. 

 

Example  

 

//BreakStatementDemo.java 
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classBreakStatementDemo 

    { 

public static void main(String args[]) 

        { 

int a=1; 

 

while(a<=10) 

            { 

if(a==5) 

break; 

System.out.print("\n\tStatement : " + a); 

a++; 

            } 

System.out.print("\n\tEnd of Program."); 

        } 

    } 

 

Output : 

 

              Statement 1. 

              Statement 2. 

              Statement 3. 

              Statement 4. 

              End of Program. 

 

The above program will abort the loop when the value of a reaches upto 5 

and skip all statements present in loop. 

 

4.3.3.2 Continue Statement  

The continue statement is also used inside loop. When compiler finds the 

break statement inside a loop, compiler will skip all the following 

statements in the loop and resume the loop. 

 

Example  

 

//ContinueStatementDemo.java 

 

classContinueStatementDemo 

    { 

public static void main(String args[]) 

        { 

int a=0; 
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while(a<10) 

            { 

 

a++; 

 

if(a==5) 

continue; 

System.out.print("\n\tStatement " + a); 

            } 

System.out.print("\n\tEnd of Program."); 

    } 

 

Output : 

 

              Statement 1 

              Statement 2 

Statement 3 

              Statement 4 

              Statement 6 

              Statement 7 

              Statement 8 

              Statement 9 

              Statement 10 

              End of Program. 

 

The above program will skip all statements present in loop when the value 

of a reaches upto 5 and continue the loop from 6 to 10. 

Java Labeled Loop 

 

According to nested loop, if we put break statement in inner loop, compiler 

will jump out from inner loop and continue the outer loop again. What if we 

need to jump out from the outer loop using break statement given inside 

inner loop? The answer is, we should define label along with colon (:) sign 

before loop. 

 

4.3.3 Return Statements 

It is a special branching statement that transfers the control to the caller of 

the method. This statement is used to return a value to the caller method and 

terminates execution of method. This has two forms: one that returns a value 

and the other that cannot return. The returned value type must match the 

return type of method.  
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Syntax: 

return; 

return values; 

 

return;   //This returns nothing. So this can be used when method is declared 

with void return type. 

return expression;   //It returns the value evaluated from the expression. 

 

Example: Here, Welcome () function is called within println() function 

which returns a String value "Welcome to roseIndia.net". This is printed to 

the screen. 

 

Public static void Hello() 

{ 

 

 System.out.println(“Hello “ + Welcome()); 

} 

 

static String Welcome() 

{ 

 return”Welcome to OSOU”; 

} 

 

4.3.3.1 Labeled Loop 

According to nested loop, if we put break statement in inner loop, compiler 

will jump out from inner loop and continue the outer loop again. What if we 

need to jump out from the outer loop using break statement given inside 

inner loop? The answer is, we should define label along with colon (:) sign 

before loop. 

 

1st 

2nd 

3rd 
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Syntax 

  

Example without labeled loop 

 

//WithoutLabelledLoop.java 

 

classWithoutLabeledLoop 

    { 

public static void main(String args[]) 

        { 

inti,j; 

 

for(i=1;i<=10;i++) 

            { 

System.out.println(); 

 

for(j=1;j<=10;j++) 

                { 

System.out.print(j + " "); 

 

if(j==5) 

break;          //Statement 1 

                } 

            } 

        } 

    } 
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Output : 

 

              1 2 3 4 5 

              1 2 3 4 5 

              1 2 3 4 5 

              1 2 3 4 5 

              1 2 3 4 5 

              1 2 3 4 5 

              1 2 3 4 5 

              1 2 3 4 5 

              1 2 3 4 5 

              1 2 3 4 5 

 

In the above example, statement 1 will break the inner loop and jump 

outside from inner loop to execute outer loop. 

 

Example 

 

 //WithLabelledLoop.java 

 

classWithLabelledLoop 

    { 

public static void main(String args[]) 

        { 

inti,j; 

            loop1:   for(i=1;i<=10;i++) 

            { 

System.out.println(); 

 

                loop2:   for(j=1;j<=10;j++) 

                { 

System.out.print(j + " "); 

 

if(j==5) 

break loop1;     //Statement 1 

                } 

            } 

        } 

    } 

 

Output: 

 

                1 2 3 4 5 
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In th above example, statement 1 will break the inner loop and jump outside 

the outer loop. 

 

4.4 Some programs on Control Statements 

1. Write a Java program to find largest of three numbers 

importjava.util.Scanner; 

  

classLargestOfThreeNumbers 

{ 

publicstaticvoid main(String args[]) 

   { 

int x, y, z; 

System.out.println("Enter three integers "); 

      Scanner in = newScanner(System.in); 

  

      x = in.nextInt(); 

      y = in.nextInt(); 

      z = in.nextInt(); 

  

if ( x > y && x > z ) 

System.out.println("First number is largest."); 

elseif ( y > x && y > z ) 

System.out.println("Second number is largest."); 

elseif ( z > x && z > y ) 

System.out.println("Third number is largest."); 

else 

System.out.println("Entered numbers are not distinct."); 

   } 

} 

Output: 
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2. Write a java program to find out the factorial of a number 

 

importjava.util.Scanner; 

  

class Factorial 

{ 

publicstaticvoid main(String args[]) 

   { 

int n, c, fact = 1; 

  

System.out.println("Enter an integer to calculate it's factorial"); 

      Scanner in = newScanner(System.in); 

  

      n = in.nextInt(); 

  

if ( n < 0 ) 

System.out.println("Number should be non-negative."); 

else 

      { 

for ( c = 1 ; c <= n ; c++ ) 

fact = fact*c; 

  

System.out.println("Factorial of "+n+" is = "+fact); 

      } 

   } 

} 

 

Output: 
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4. Write a java program to find out the number of prime numbers 

 

importjava.util.*; 

  

classPrimeNumbers 

{ 

publicstaticvoid main(String args[]) 

   { 

int n, status = 1, num = 3; 

  

      Scanner in = newScanner(System.in); 

System.out.println("Enter the number of prime numbers you want"); 

      n = in.nextInt(); 

  

if (n >= 1) 

      { 

System.out.println("First "+n+" prime numbers are :-"); 

System.out.println(2); 

      } 

  

for ( int count = 2 ; count <=n ;  ) 

      { 

for ( int j = 2 ; j <= Math.sqrt(num) ; j++ ) 

         { 

if ( num%j == 0 ) 

            { 

status = 0; 

break; 

            } 

         } 

if ( status != 0 ) 

         { 

System.out.println(num); 

count++; 

         } 

status = 1; 

num++; 

      }          

   } 

} 
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Output: 

 

4. Write a Java program to check number is armstrong number or not 

Armstrong. 

importjava.util.Scanner; 

  

classArmstrongNumber 

{ 

publicstaticvoid main(String args[]) 

   { 

int n, sum = 0, temp, remainder, digits = 0; 

  

      Scanner in = newScanner(System.in); 

System.out.println("Input a number to check if it is an Armstrong number");       

      n = in.nextInt(); 

  

temp = n; 

  

// Count number of digits 

  

while (temp != 0) { 

digits++; 

temp = temp/10; 

      } 

  

temp = n; 
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while (temp != 0) { 

remainder = temp%10; 

sum = sum + power(remainder, digits); 

temp = temp/10; 

      } 

  

if (n == sum) 

System.out.println(n + " is an Armstrong number."); 

else 

System.out.println(n + " is not an Armstrong number.");          

   } 

  

staticint power(int n, int r) { 

int c, p = 1; 

  

for (c = 1; c <= r; c++)  

         p = p*n; 

  

return p;    

   } 

} 

Output: 

 

5. Write a Java program to reverse a string 

importjava.util.*; 

  

classReverseString 

{ 

publicstaticvoid main(String args[]) 

   { 
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      String original, reverse = ""; 

      Scanner in = newScanner(System.in); 

  

System.out.println("Enter a string to reverse"); 

original = in.nextLine(); 

  

int length = original.length(); 

  

for ( inti = length - 1 ; i>= 0 ; i-- ) 

reverse = reverse + original.charAt(i); 

  

System.out.println("Reverse of entered string is: "+reverse); 

   } 

} 

 

 

 

 

Output: 

 

4.5 Let Us Sum Up 

 

The if-then statement is the most basic of all the control flow statements. It 

tells your program to execute a certain section of code only if a particular 

test evaluates to true. The if-then-else statement provides a secondary path 

of execution when an "if" clause evaluates to false. Unlike if-then and if-

then-else, the switch statement allows for any number of possible execution 

paths. The while and do-while statements continually execute a block of 
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statements while a particular condition is true. The difference between do-

while and while is that do-while evaluates its expression at the bottom of the 

loop instead of the top. Therefore, the statements within the do block are 

always executed at least once. The for-statement provides a compact way to 

iterate over a range of values.  

 

4.6 Self Assessment Questions 

1. What is Control Statements? 

………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………….……………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………… 

2. Explain about Implicit and Explicit Sequence Control. 

 

………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………….……………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………… 

3. Differentiate between break and continue. 

………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………….……………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………… 

4. Explain about Return statement with example. 

………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………
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………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………….……………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………… 

5. Write sort notes about Repetition Statements. 

………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………….……………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………… 

 

4.7 Model Questions 

1. What is branching statement in java? 

2. How do you write an infinite loop using the for statement? 

3. Explain different between while() and do-while(). 

4. What ways does a switch statement differs from an if statement? 

5. Write a program to find the number of and sum of all integers greater 

than 50 and less than 100 that are divisible by 5. 

 

4.8 References &Suggested Readings 

 

1. Java 2 - The Complete Reference -- Osborne McGraw-Hill.pdf, by 

Patrick Naughton and Herbert Schildt 

2. https://www.le.ac.uk/users/rjm1/cotter/page_38.htm 

3. http://introcs.cs.princeton.edu/java/13flow/ 

  

https://www.le.ac.uk/users/rjm1/cotter/page_38.htm
http://introcs.cs.princeton.edu/java/13flow/
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ANSWER TO SELF ASSESMENT QUESTIONS  

(UNIT-1 OVERVIEW OF JAVA) 

 

1. What is the difference between JVM and JDK? 

 

JDK (Java Development Kit) : 

 Contains tools needed to develop the Java programs. 

 You need JDK, if at all you want to write your own programs, and to 

compile them. 

 JDK is mainly targeted for java development. 

 

JVM (Java Virtual Machine) 

The JVM interprets the byte code into the machine code depending upon 

the underlying operating system and hardware combination. It is responsible 

for all the things like garbage collection, array bounds checking, etc… Java 

Virtual Machine provides a platform-independent way of executing code. 

 

2. What are the components of JDK? 

  Applet Viewer 

 Javac(Java Compiler) 

 Java(java Interpreter) 

 Javadoc 

 Javah 

 Javap 

 Jdb 

 Servlets 

 Java IDL 

 ORB 

 

Applet Viewer 

Applet viewer is generally used by developers for testing 

their applets before deploying them to a website. 

Javac(Java Compiler) 

Java compiler converts the source code to byte code. 

Java(Interpreter) 

A java interpreter executes the byte code and runs applets by reading. 

Javadoc(Docklets) 

It creates HTML format document for java source code files. 
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Javah 

It produces header files to used with native method. 

Javap(Java disambler) 

The javap command disassembles one or more class files. Its output 

depends on the options used. If no options are used, javap prints out the 

package, protected, and public fields and methods of the classes passed to 

it. javap prints its output to stdout. 

JDB(Java debugger) 

It helps to detect bugs in java program. 

Servlets 

Java Servlets are programs that run on a Web or Application server and act 

as a middle layer between a requests coming from a Web browser or other 

HTTP client and databases or applications on the HTTP server. 

Java IDL 

The Java Remote Method Invocation (RMI) system allows an object 

running in one Java Virtual Machine (JVM) to invoke methods of an 

object running in another JVM. ORB (Object Request Broker) 

Object Request Broker(ORB) is the programming that acts as “broker” 

between a client request for a service from a distributed object or 

component and the completion of that request.  

3. Explain about Java Features. 

 

In Java Features are explain below: 

1. Simple - Java was designed to be easy for the professional 

programmer to learn and use effectively. Because Java inherits the 

C/C++ syntax and many of the object-oriented features of C++, most 

programmers have little trouble learning Java. 

2. Secure - Java does not use memory pointers explicitly. All the 

programs in java are run under an area known as the sand box. 

Security manager determines the accessibility options of a class like 

reading and writing a file to the local disk. 

3. Portable - The feature Write-once-run-anywhere makes the java 

language portable provided that the system must have interpreter for 

the JVM. Java also has the standard data size irrespective of 
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operating system or the processor. These features make the java as a 

portable language. 

4. Object-oriented - The object model in Java is simple and easy to 

extend, while simple types, such as integers, are kept as high 

performance non-objects. It is a fully Object Oriented language 

because object is at the outer most level of data structure in java. No 

stand alone methods, constants, and variables are there in java. 

Everything in java is object even the primitive data types can also be 

converted into object by using the wrapper class. 

5. Robust - Java restricts you in a few key areas, to force you to find 

your mistakes early in program development. At the same time, Java 

frees you from having to worry about many of the most common 

causes of programming errors. Java has the strong memory 

allocation and automatic garbage collection mechanism.  

6. Multithreaded - Java supports multithreaded programming, which 

allows you to write programs that do many things simultaneously. 

Multiple threads execute instructions according to the program code 

in a process or a program. Multithreading works the similar way as 

multiple processes run on one computer. 

7. Architecture-neutral - The Java compiler supports this feature by 

generating byte code instructions, to be easily interpreted on any 

machine and to be easily translated into native machine code on the 

fly.  

8. Compiled and Interpreted -Java is a compiled and interpreted 

programming language. t is the first language, which has got both the 

facility of compilation and interpretation. Java convert the source 

code into byte code using Java virtual Machine(JVM).The byte code 

produces after compilation makes the machine more versatile for 

different machine. 

9. High performance - Java uses native code usage, and lightweight 

process called threads. In the beginning interpretation of bytecode 

resulted the performance slow but the advance version of JVM uses 

the adaptive and just in time compilation technique that improves the 

performance. 

10. Distributed - Java is designed for the distributed environment of the 

Internet, because it handles TCP/IP protocols. Internet programmers 

can call functions on these protocols and can get access the files 

from any remote machine on the internet rather than writing codes 

on their local system. 

11. Dynamic - Java programs carry with them substantial amounts of 

run-time type information that is used to verify and resolve accesses 

to objects at run time. While executing the java program the user can 

get the required files dynamically from a local drive or from a 
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computer thousands of miles away from the user just by connecting 

with the Internet. 

 

 

4. What is the difference between a web browser and web server? 

 

Web Server 

A web server can be either a software unit or a hardware unit. We will talk 

about both of these counterparts together. In layman’s terms, a web server is 

a place where you store the content of a website. When you type in 

www.differencebetween.com in your web browser, the address gets 

translated to the IP address of the server where the files of the DB are 

stored. This storage facility is in essence the web server and facilitates 

serving dynamic HTML content to any client who is requesting it. 

Web Browser 

You’re probably using a web browser to read this article right now. A web 

browser is basically software facilitating the retrieval of information from a 

web server. The information that is presented may be text, images, videos or 

any other content and sometimes third party plugins are used to display 

content inside web browsers. For instance, when you watch a video, a flash 

player plugin is generically needed to decode and present that information 

on your screen as a video. 

5. Write about Components of API. 

An application programming interface (API) is a collection of 

prewritten packages, interfaces and classes their respective fields 

constructors and methods. It is also called as JSL(Java Sub Language) 

classes and methods in API are groups into functional packages are 

 Language Support Package 

 Utilities Package 

 I/O Package 

 Networking Package 

 AWT Package 

 Applet Package 

 

ANSWER TO SELF ASSESMENT QUESTIONS  

(UNIT-2 Key Features of Java) 

1. How does the JVM Work? 
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JVM (Java Virtual Machine) acts as a run-time engine to run Java 

applications. JVM is the one that actually calls the main method present in a 

java code. JVM is a part of JRE (Java Run Environment). 

Java applications are called WORA (Write Once Run Everywhere). This 

means a programmer can develop Java code on one system and can expect it 

to run on any other Java enabled system without any adjustment. This is all 

possible because of JVM. 

When we compile a .java file, a .class file(contains byte-code) with the 

same filename is generated by the Java compiler. This .class file goes into 

various steps when we run it. These steps together describe the whole JVM. 

 

 

2. Explain about Data type. 

A data type, in programming, is a classification that specifies which type of 

value a variable has and what type of mathematical, relational or logical 

operations can be applied to it without causing an error. A string, for 

example, is a data type that is used to classify text and an integer is a data 

type used to classify whole numbers. 

3. What is variable and its declaration? 

A variable provides us with named storage that our programs can 

manipulate. Each variable in Java has a specific type, which determines the 

size and layout of the variable's memory; the range of values that can be 

stored within that memory; and the set of operations that can be applied to 

the variable. 

http://www.geeksforgeeks.org/wp-content/uploads/JVM.png
http://www.geeksforgeeks.org/wp-content/uploads/JVM.png
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You must declare all variables before they can be used. Following is the 

basic form of a variable declaration − 

data type variable [ = value][, variable [ = value] ...] ; 

Here data type is one of Java's datatypes and variable is the name of the 

variable. To declare more than one variable of the specified type, you can 

use a comma-separated list. 

Java is a strongly typed programming language. This means that every 

variable must have a data type associated with it. For example, a variable 

could be declared to use one of the eight primitive data types: byte, short, 

int, long, float, double, char or boolean. 

4. Explain about different types of data type. 

Datatype is a special keyword used to allocate sufficient memory space for 

the data, in other words Data type is used for representing the data in main 

memory (RAM) of the computer. 

In general every programming language is containing three categories of 

data types. They are 

Fundamental or primitive data types 

Derived data types 

User defined data types. 

Primitive data types 

Primitive data types are those whose variables allows us to store only one 

value but they never allows us to store multiple values of same type. This is 

a data type whose variable can hold maximum one value at a time. 

Example 

int a;  // valid 

a=10;  // valid 

a=10, 20, 30;  // invalid 

Here "a" store only one value at a time because it is primitive type variable. 
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Derived data types 

Derived data types are those whose variables allow us to store multiple 

values of same type. But they never allows to store multiple values of 

different types. These are the data type whose variable can hold more than 

one value of similar type. In general derived data type can be achieve using 

array. 

Example: 

int  a[] = {10,20,30};  // valid 

int b[] = {100, 'A', "ABC"};   //  invalid 

Here derived data type store only same type of data at a time not store 

integer, character and string at same time. 

User defined data types 

User defined data types are those which are developed by programmers by 

making use of appropriate features of the language. 

User defined data types related variables allows us to store multiple values 

either of same type or different type or both. This is a data type whose 

variable can hold more than one value of dissimilar type, in java it is 

achieved using class concept. 

Note: In java both derived and user defined data type combined name as 

reference data type. 

In C language, user defined data types can be developed by using struct, 

union, enum etc. In java programming user defined datatype can be 

developed by using the features of classes and interfaces. 

Example: 

Student  s = new  Student(); 

In java we have eight data type which are organized in four groups. They are 

 Integer category data types 

 Character category data types 

 Float category data types 

 Boolean category data types 

 Integer category data types 
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5. Write sort notes about command line arguments. 

The java command-line argument is an argument i.e. passed at the time of 

running the java program. 

The arguments passed from the console can be received in the java program 

and it can be used as an input. 

So, it provides a convenient way to check the behavior of the program for 

the different values. You can pass N (1,2,3 and so on) numbers of arguments 

from the command prompt. 

Simple example of command-line argument in java 

In this example, we are receiving only one argument and printing it. To run 

this java program, you must pass at least one argument from the command 

prompt. 

class CommandLineExample 

{   

public static void main(String args[]) 

{   

System.out.println("Your first argument is: "+args[0]);   

}   

}   

compile by > javac CommandLineExample.java   

run by > java CommandLineExample sonoo   

Output:  

Your first argument is: sonoo 
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ANSWER TO SELF ASSESMENT QUESTIONS          

(UNIT-3 Operators) 

1. What is relational operator explain with examples? 

Relational operator compares two values and determines the relationship 

between them. Relational operators are used to test whether two values are 

equal, whether one value is greater than another, and so forth. 

 

Below table lists relational operators in java. 

 

Relational Operators In Java 

 Operator Meaning  Example  

 == Equals  a == b  

 != Not equals  a != b  

 > Greater than  a > b  

 <   Less than  a < b  

 >=  Greater than or equals  a >= b  

 <=  Less than or equals  a <= b  

 

2. Describe about logical operator with examples. 

The following table lists the logical operators − 

Assume Boolean variables A holds true and variable B holds false, then − 

Operator Description Example 

&& (logical 

and) 

Called Logical AND operator. If both 

the operands are non-zero, then the 

condition becomes true. 

(A && B) is 

false 

|| (logical or) 

Called Logical OR Operator. If any of 

the two operands are non-zero, then 

the condition becomes true. 

(A || B) is true 

! (logical not) 

Called Logical NOT Operator. Use to 

reverses the logical state of its 

operand. If a condition is true then 

Logical NOT operator will make 

false. 

!(A && B) is 

true 
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3. How bitwise operators are work explain its? 

The following table lists the bitwise operators − 

Assume integer variable A holds 60 and variable B holds 13 then − 

Operator Description Example 

& (bitwise 

and) 

Binary AND Operator 

copies a bit to the result if it 

exists in both operands. 

(A & B) will give 12 which 

is 0000 1100 

| (bitwise or) 

Binary OR Operator copies 

a bit if it exists in either 

operand. 

(A | B) will give 61 which is 

0011 1101 

^ (bitwise 

XOR) 

Binary XOR Operator 

copies the bit if it is set in 

one operand but not both. 

(A ^ B) will give 49 which is 

0011 0001 

~ (bitwise 

compliment) 

Binary Ones Complement 

Operator is unary and has 

the effect of 'flipping' bits. 

(~A ) will give -61 which is 

1100 0011 in 2's 

complement form due to a 

signed binary number. 

<< (left 

shift) 

Binary Left Shift Operator. 

The left operands value is 

moved left by the number 

of bits specified by the right 

operand. 

A << 2 will give 240 which 

is 1111 0000 

>> (right 

shift) 

Binary Right Shift 

Operator. The left operands 

value is moved right by the 

number of bits specified by 

the right operand. 

A >> 2 will give 15 which is 

1111 
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>>> (zero 

fill right 

shift) 

Shift right zero fill operator. 

The left operands value is 

moved right by the number 

of bits specified by the right 

operand and shifted values 

are filled up with zeros. 

A >>>2 will give 15 which 

is 0000 1111 

 

4. Explain about instance of operator with examples. 

instanceof operator is used to check the type of an object at runtime. It is the 

means by which your program can obtain run-time type information about 

an object. instanceof operator is also important in case of casting object at 

runtime. instanceof operator return boolean value, if an object reference is of 

specified type then it return true otherwise false. 

Example: 

public class Test 

{ 

     public static void main(String[] args) 

     { 

        Test t= new Test(); 

        System.out.println(t instanceof Test); 

       } 

} 

Output : 

true 

5. Write sort notes about the precedence of operator. 

Here, operators with the highest precedence appear at the top of the table, 

those with the lowest appear at the bottom. Within an expression, higher 

precedence operators will be evaluated first. 
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Category Operator Associativity 

Postfix >() [] . (dot operator) Left to Right 

Unary >++ - - ! ~ Right to left 

Multiplicative >* / Left to right 

Additive >+ - Left to right 

Shift >>>>>><< Left to right 

Relational >>>= <<= Left to right 

Equality >== != Left to right 

Bitwise AND >& Left to right 

Bitwise XOR >^ Left to right 

Bitwise OR >| Left to right 

Logical AND >&& Left to right 

Logical OR >|| Left to right 

Conditional ?: Right to left 

Assignment >= += -= *= /= %= >>= <<= &= ^= |= Right to left 
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ANSWER TO SELF ASSESMENT QUESTIONS          

(UNIT-4 Control Statements) 

1. What is Control Statements? 

A program executes from top to bottom except when we use control 

statements, we can control the order of execution of the program, based on 

logic and values. 

In Java, control statements can be divided into the following three 

categories: 

 Selection Statements 

 Iteration Statements 

 Jump Statements 

Selection Statements 

Selection statements allow you to control the flow of program execution on 

the basis of the outcome of an expression or state of a variable known 

during runtime. 

Selection statements can be divided into the following categories: 

 The if and if-else statements 

 The if-else statements 

 The if-else-if statements 

 The switch statements 

Iteration Statements 
 

Repeating the same code fragment several times until a specified condition is satisfied 

is called iteration. Iteration statements execute the same set of instructions until a 

termination condition is met. 

 

Java provides the following loop for iteration statements:  

 The while loop 

 The for loop 

 The do-while loop 

 The for each loop 

Jump Statements 

 

Jump statements are used to unconditionally transfer the program control to another 

part of the program. 

Java provides the following jump statements:  

 break statement 

 continue statement 

 return statement 
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2. Explain about Implicit and Explicit Sequence Control. 

 

Implicit Sequence Control 

Implicit sequence control mean, sequence control-structures are those 

defined by the language (default) to be in effect unless modified by the 

programmer through some explicit structure. 

 

Explicit Sequence Control 

Explicit sequence control structures are those that the programmer may 

optionally use to modify the implicit sequence of operations defined by 

the language. 

3. Differentiate between break and continue. 

break 

The break statement has two forms: labeled and unlabeled. You saw the 

unlabeled form in the previous discussion of the switch statement. You can 

also use an unlabeled break to terminate a for, while, or do-while loop [...] 

An unlabeled break statement terminates the innermost switch, for, while, or 

do-while statement, but a labeled break terminates an outer statement. 

continue 

The continue statement skips the current iteration of a for, while , or do-

while loop. The unlabeled form skips to the end of the innermost loop's 

body and evaluates the boolean expression that controls the loop. [...] 

A labeled continue statement skips the current iteration of an outer loop 

marked with the given label. 

4. Explain about Return statement with example. 

The last control statement is return. The return statement is used to explicitly 

return from a method. That is, it causes program control to transfer back to 

the caller of the method. As such, it is categorized as a jump statement. A 

brief look at return is presented here. 

At any time in a method the return statement can be used to cause execution 

to branch back to the caller of the method. Thus, the return statement 

immediately terminates the method in which it is executed. The following 

example illustrates this point. Here, return causes execution to return to the 

Java run-time system, since it is the run-time system that calls main( ). 

// Demonstrate return.  

class Return  
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{  

public static void main(String args[])  

{  

boolean t = true;  

System.out.println("Before the return.");  

if(t) return; // return to caller  

System.out.println("This won't execute.");  

}  

} 

Output: 

Before the return. 

5. Write sort notes about Repetition Statements. 

Java provides three repetitions structures: while, do while and for. These 

statements are also known as loops. We shall look into the syntaxes of these 

structures first and also learn how we can formulate algorithms using these 

loops.  

The while() loop  

Following is the syntax of the while loop. The statements in the while block 

are executed as long as the condition evaluates to true.  

Example: 

int ctr = 0; 

while (ctr < 3 )  

{ 

    System.out.println("Hi"); 

    ctr++; 

} 

Output: 

Hi 

Hi 

Hi 
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